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The vote on tabling the Hadley res- olutlon was as follows:
Alabama, yeas 20; nays 2, two con
tested delegates not voting. .
Arizona, yeas 6; nays 0.
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walked defiantly to tbe front of tbe
stage.
Gentlemen of the convention," he
shouted, "it would be well when (he
chairman begins a sentence to wait
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A
AT
until he concludes It" This state
ment was greeted with applause.
Senator Root then concluded by
Arkansas, yeas 17; nays 1.
saying It was customary for th mi
California, yeas 12; nays" 24.
nority to present Its views to the conColorado, yeas 12; nays 0.
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Connecticut, yeas 14; nays 0.
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formation of the convention.
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REACTIONARY
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. .
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WITH
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BY
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8EATING
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TO
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the
In
conclusion
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Louisiana, yeas 20; nays o.
MINISTRATIONS
FIDENT OF VICTORY.
BODY.
CREDENTIALS
ommended the seating of the RooseBE SELECTED
VOTE IS TABLED.
Maine, yeas 0; nays 12.
i
velt delegates from the Ninth AlaMaryland, yeas 8; nays 7 on nol
bama district'.
CONCISE PRESIDENT
PASCUAL OROZCO IS RDASTED THE
IS
WINNING
ECOT RULESAS EXPECTED voting.
Governor Hadley ' moved that the SAYS THE PARTY ASKS IT
OOCUMEMJS
Maryland challenged and a poll or
report be substituted for the
minority
dered. Result, yeas, 8; nays 8.
SUPPORTERS
OF GOMEZ RAIL IT WILL BE READY FOR PRESEN SLOWLY BUT SURELY HIS SYM. majority. Heney of California sec- IT IS HIS BELIEF FORMER JUDGE
"CHAIRMAN ALLOW8 ALL EXCEPT
Massachusetts, yeas IS; nays 18.
onded the motion. ;'
AGAINST THE REVOLUTION
TATION TO CONVENTION
PATHIZERS ARE BEING GIVALABAMA REPRESENTA
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Michigan, yeaa 20; nays 10.
James E. Watson of Indiana, the
I
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,
GENERA
IN HALL. .
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TIVES TO VOTE.
DEMOCRACY
24.
Minnesota, yeas 0; nays
Taft floor"1eader, was loudly cheered
Mississippi, yeas 16; nays 4.
Govas he moved to lay the motion of
El Paso, Tex., June 21. Mexican
'
Misourl, yeas 16; nays 20.
Chicago, June 21. When the reso- , Chicago, June 1. With the knowl- ernor Hadley on the table.
Chicago, June 21. Branding Judge
Chicago, June, 21. By a vote of
federal forces converging on Juarez, lutions committee adjourned at 11 edge that the committee on credenMontana, yeas 8; nays 0. .
national
A roll call was demanded nnl see Alton B. Parker as a "reactionary,"'
6G9 to 498 the republican
when united, wiil number about
o'clock today to permit its members tials had not nearly' completed its onded.
Nebraska, yeaa 0; nays 16.,
It was ordered.
William Jennings Bryan today teleconvention this afternoon tabled the
men and with their artillery, the to attend the republican convention work, delegates to the republican na16.
0;
MIS'
nays
Nebraska, yeas
Roosevelt Supporters Waver.
to a number of prominent
motion of Governor Hadley of
graphed
federals expect to have little diffi- the platform virtually was completed. tional convention were slow to move
Nevada, yeas 6; nays 0.
Bouri to the effect that no contested
Delegates to the fifteenth republi- democrats throughout the
country,
New Hampshire, yeas 8; nays 0.
vote
culty forcing the surrender of the The draft of the document read to the toward the Coliseum today for the can national convention, frankly tired appealing to them to join him in predelegates should be allowed to
Juarez garrison, numbering much leis full membership apparently i proved session scheduled to begin at 11 a. and eager to return to the fray, toNew Jersey, yeas 0; nays 28.
upon the report of the credentials
venting the election of Judge Parker
than a thousand.
New Mexico, yeaa 7; nays 1.
acceptable. The members generally m. Up to 10:50 o&clock only a hand- day prepared for decisive action at as temporary chairman of the Balticommittee seating the Taft delegates
New York, yeas 76; nays 13, one
Supporters of Emllio Vasquei G expressed satisfaction over the planks ful of, delegates were In their seats, the Coliseum after three days of more convention. The telegraph waa
from the Ninth Alabama district The
mez today issued a proclamation de- dealing with
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Governor
It was evident this morning that Fosb of Masachusetts,
ly and ten minutes after the schedegates.
ed Gomez to become provisional pres- cially noteworthy in that it does not uled time for
Oregon, yeas 6; nays 5.
The victory was complete, when,
calling the convention the temper of the delegates and not Baldwin of Connecticut add Mayor
ident and repudiated him.
deal with particular measures, but to order hundreds of chairs were va- the schemes of the leaders would Gay nor of New York.
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Pennsylvania, yeas 12; nays 64.
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South Dakota, yeas 0; nays
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The
report
trict.
the town of Batopilas, 80 miles due L The committee will meet, later in
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When William J. Bryan climbed opened with President Taft a strong
Virginia, yeas 21; nays 2, one not
W. T. Dovell of Washington. The
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report
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choice success would desire to offend the
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Virginia,
R. R.
The band played apparently out of the race as far as ingly progressive by naming a reacthe big hall.
Wisconsin, yeas 0; nays 25, one
ed a minority report in favor of the
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absent
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Roosevelt
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campaign.
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minutes beyond
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said the majority report had been
the result of the demands from the got," ,Jt was then
in the
NOT BE ARRESTED fans that Louis Newman of Denver thjer, scheduled hour for convening but There was much conjecture and "Eight members of the
Alaska, yeas 2; pays 0.
"spring upon1 the minority
however, have over the protest
Chairman Root, Senator
Crane, gossip today as to the exact number
committee without time for a proper . District of Columbia, yeas. 2; nays
and Stanley Yoakum of Dallas be
of the remaining eight agreed upon
Governor
E.
he
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said
Hadley,
James
He
Watson,
Director Mark Levy of the
report of the minority.
not only a reactionary but upon the
(Continued on Page Four)
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weight
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STATE
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it
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sult of the first
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"I shall be pleased to join you an!
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be one of the best ever witnessed in convention, Senator JRoot prepared
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449,
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declined to discuss his
Bryan
in
rose
his
as
he
place.
would assume lArt thn Hadlev resolution. Mr. Wat paying duty.
Interested in the battle and it is be Senator Root
by the convention,- he
of
action further than to say that the
For
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purpose
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and
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Several
prayer
The
ai
attempts
gavel
motion
lieved a packed house will see the
as- telegram
permission to receive the minority son then renewed Walker's
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'
was offered by Rev. John Balcom under the New Mexico Retailers'
In effect to table the minority re- by the pugilist ta settle the case by mill.
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of
Las
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members
the
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Second
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of
the
Shaw
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duty
Presbyterian
.payment
part
people to deride the hiss- port.
met
Parker Accepts
The necklace is valued at
church of Chicago. When Dr. Shaw Vegas Business Men's association
nnd thev did so. Hadley moved
The shift began with Idaho, whose tienalty.
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8 o'clock in the Commerat
Rochester,
WINNER
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last
HARVARD
said
Root
night
Senator
concluded
and
the
with
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and
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New
Temporary
London, Conn.,
The business in order is the
the government
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followed
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by
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on
credentials."
victory
fought
$6,000.
port
Taft gains: Wisconsin reaches
the convention. He asked unanimous important
The authorities said the indictment easy win "were scored by Harvard
He introduced W. T. Dovell of Boucher, the grocer, being chosen nomination of temporary chairman
consent for a statepent by McCor- gave a solid vote of 25 to the Taft
vice of the democratic national convenof
contests
in
the
not
nreliminary
the
with
would
interfere
Washington, a member of tbe commit- president, and J. H. Stearns,
mick.
side.
.
of tion, tendered him by the
William
Shillinglaw,
fight July 4. Johnson will todav's annual regatta with Yale, tee, who submitted the report favor president.
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Investment
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culmination
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Taft
bond
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the
Las
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official Roosevelt leader, was on hts lest call (Simon Bacharach, of Bacharach
two
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lengtha,
to
by
indictment.
the
and Mr. McCormick took the plat- stration by the Taft people, which
time was, Harvard 10:52; , Yale ing for. recognition. Chairman Root, Brothers, Lester Sands, of the Las PREACHER ANXIOUS FOR
form. His statement was one of the the charmain stopped with the gavel.
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Jority statement of law and facts
The meeting last night was well
the hall with Governor Warmoth of Santa Fe. Tomorrow morning, accom
had been granted by the committee.
the Ninth Alabama case.
Warmoth!
He
conand was an enthusiastic one.
Mrs.
meet
attended
to
the
Louisiana
Dr.
Des
Marais, superln'
Scattering applause greeted
panied by
As Hadley rose, delegates all over
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There
the
all
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of
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Governor
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market slow weak leader of the Roosevelt forces,
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state association. It
order again at 2:45 p. m.
applauded as he arose and introduc- eatlon under the
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.
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Washington,
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Robert Christe of Allgheny, Pa.,
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cAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

BASEBALL LEAGUE

A

Permanent Cure For

WESTERN

Chronic Constipation

IN THE PECOS

Although those may dispute It who i salts or waters, but operates gently,
have not tried it, yet thousands of without griping and without shock to
others, who speak from personal ex the system. It contains tonlo props.-tls- s
that strengthen the stomach and
perience, assert that there Is a per
manent cure for chronic constipation. bowel muscles so that in time mediwere cured for aa cines of all kinds can be dispensed
ONE OF THE FAST TEAMS
OF Some testify they
little as 50 cents, years ago, and that with and nature is again solely relied
THE ORGANIZATION TO BE
the trouble never came back on them cn. Among the legions' who testify
IN ROSWELL
while others admit they took several to these facts are Mr. Jas. A. 4mh
cure was man, Logan, Utah, and Josephine
hob ell, N. M., June 21. It now bottles before a steady
Bailey, Sheridan, .Wyo, and they alseems probable that the long dream brought about.
Dr.
Caldto
ia
ways have a bottle of it in the house,
The remedy referred
ed of hopes of the Roswell baseball
for
on
it Is a reliable laxative for al the
It
been
has
well's
Syrup pepsin.
bugs axe to be realized. The Inactivof a family from Infancy to old age.
a
over
for
market
quarter
the
who
some
of
hall
real
ity
players
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
and has been popularized on
closed-uhave
town
p

cjhampion

ibaseball

team.

Every

year when the collegiate return Boswell baseball takes on a more scientific and professional appearance.
Among others, there is Tommy Hall',
for instance, who haa (been educated
to handle th,e sphere with, the utmost
dexterity. Tommy, caught for the
Missouri university team during the
spring season, and bids fair to
one of the real live ones on the
new Roswell team.
Wright, Van
Jones,
Antwerp,
Thompkins, Audrian, Walker, Lewis,
Amonett, Htghsmith, White, Bunting,
Williamson,
Holthouse,
Casteldlne,
s
Holland and.Angere, are other
who have the real baseball fever and can put Roswell on the ma&
baseballically speaking.
Several of
the above named appeared on the local school teams early in the season,
and made heroic impressions on the
minds of local fandom.
Just who will be selected the generalissimo of the squad is still a matter of speculation.
An endeavor will be made to hurriedly organize the team and at once
g
resume practice with a view of
the first conflict on Sunday next.
y
Just which of the
teams will be first to suffer has not
been decided.
The question of Sunday baseball
In this connection may be raised.
While it is recognized that from some
quarters opposition is felt toward the
national game being played in Roswell on Sunday, the Clovis oase lends
no legal obFjome assurances that

e

semi-prof-

century
Its merits, by one person telling anThe fact that Its strongest
other.
supporters are women and elderly
people the ones most persistently
constipated makes it certain that
the claims regarding it as a permanent cure for constipation have not

this remedy before buying it In the
regular way of a druggist at fifty
cents or one dollar a large bottle
(family size) can have a sample oottle sent to the home free of charge
by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caid
well, 405 Washington St, Montlcelo,
DL
Tour name and address on a
been exaggerated.
cathartic
like
pills, postal card will do.
K Is not violent
-

that there will be no
merely the work of hoodlums and final decision,
withmaneuvers
this
situation
year for lack of mon
the
handle
that he can
ey. President TafJ, bavlng vetoed the
out state aid.
army appropriation bill.
Three Year Homestead Law.
The New Mexico land offices, six iti
number, are being rushed with business because of the three year homestead law, all homesteaders who hav
claimB for three
ing lived on their
and more years rushing to prove up
under the new act The surveyor
NO
general's office is also receiving
surmany requests to have townships
to
able
will
be
Bettlers
so
that
veyed

THANK

HEAVEN!

CANNON ARE

'
prove up.
for
Requisition.
Fight
District Attorney Martin E. Burns
of Colorado Springs, Is in Santa e
to secure the requisition of Dr. Edge-mon- t
D. Welsh, now at Albuquerque,
and who is charged with bigamy and
Welsh's attorney, jamea a.:
perjury.
Orr Is also in" Santa Fe to resist re
Governor McDonald could
quisition.
not pass on the case today as the rearrived
quisition papers had not yet
Colorado.
of
Shafroth
from Governor

COMING

,

Btag-gin-

School Revenue.

BATTERY A WILL NOT BE SENT
HERE TO STOP FOURTH OF
,'
JULY DOINGS.
Roswell, N. M., June 21. Battery
A will not be called out to stop the

scheduled for
July 4 at Las Vegas. That is the
emphatic statement made by M. S.
Murray, captain in charge of the
Johnson-Flyn- n

fight,

'

ROADS

THINGS
THIS YEAR THEY WILL

SPEND
LARGE SUMS IN IMPROVEMENTS.

Work already decided upon ar.d
centracts let are sufficient to Justify
the conclusion that 1912 will be the
most active period tn railroad build
sng and Improvements it at least four

Garments, Boy's Clothjng, Men's
In Dry Goeds, Women's Misses and Childrens
and Boy's Hats and Caps, Trunks, Soitcases and Bags, and all Children's Shoes and Oxfords at
Ready-to-We-

jeers.
It may not

however, show equal
new mileage because much of the
new construction Is double tracking
and enlargement of terminal facilities
Instead of new roads.
The west Is apparently to have

more of this activity than the east
and this Is particularly true of the
northwest, where partial crop failures for two years in succession and
migration of young) farmers from
that section to Canada, temporarily
checked the carrying out of plans
formulated, but which now seem to
be In a fair, way for revival anad exe
cution. In Oregon and Washington
both the, Harriman and the Hill interests have ambitious movements
under way that mean a great deal for
the future of the state. James J:
Hill proposes to build a single line
of 600 miles for use as jfsx alternate
route across the continental divide,
but only a small part of It will be finished this year. But .without this the
Great Northern is to add 300 miles
to its line that are now well ad
vanced, and are to be completed in
time for the harvest period.
Work On Harriman Lines.
While the Harriman people hive
not announced many projects for this
year the operations of their engineers
Indicate that big things are planned.
In the meantime vigorous prosecution
of work in hand has been decided
g
of the Union
upon.
Pacific and Central Pacific will be advanced by new construction over the
Sierras that involves some heavy
work. Lively operations are to be carried on Jn the northwest by the
Southern Pacific and the
and in that region several hundred miles of road will be
brought to a finished state. Including
the Natron-Klamat-h
Falls which Is to
give railroad facilf es along 120 miles
of line at present Without them.
. The Santa Te
Budget.
The Santa Fe budget provides for
an expenditure of $22,000,000 though
possibly not all of It this year, and
of It is for new
about
equipment. Should the promising
crop outlook be sustained, and the Investment markets make money easy,
the outlay in 1912 'might be greater
than now anticipated or contemplated. The company's chief expenditures
will be for
west of
and terminal
Albuquerque

t

7fTh
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Baldwin Dresss, Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose, Wun- derhose, Cadet Hose, Toilet Goods, sunoursi out, Monogram
StencilS( Bedding, Butterick Patterns, Publications and Threads

SALE FXR CASH ONLY
f has VejiLoadinSioro

No

os&nuMJ&i& Son

Nothing
Exchanjj

Telephone
Orders

South SideBflja

EfltaUisHod 1862

WHY IT PMYS. TO BUY
HDWERTI8ED 'GOOD 0

Oregon-Washingto- n

one-fourt- h
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Double-trackin-

The rumor has been circulated for
To County Superintendents:
several
days that the local soldier
sendare
we
Under separate coven
boys might be called Into service
Senate
of
of
copies
number
ing you a
Re- when the governor undertakes to do
Bill No. 173, entitled, "An Act
what he has told many he would do
Public
the
lor
garding the Revenues
"stop the fight if it was necessary
Schools and Repealing Section 35 of to call out
the military forces."
I suggest
Chapter 97, Laws of
cannot be called out
The
battery
that , you distribute copies of this without their
The gover
equipment.
dibill among chairmen of boards of
cannot call them out for any ser-vi- e
nor
event
the
In
rectors in your county.
and give- them rifles to fight
that the levylfor the coming year has wit3) To use the big guns in a town
'
stacles wlH.j2SJ?.".2,""'i"'i'V'
noryeTTeen "wrbTM'Ttne'cAy would destroy a city the size of Ros
,1a this proposed organization of a
commissioners, or If such levy has well in about fifteen minutes. "It
we
see
for Roswell the
baseball team,
been made and is insufficient in your would be murder to use the
battery
possible development of a Pecos valjudgmenc or in the judgment of the
ley league, and it merely remains for county commissioners may make guns," remarked Captain Murray.
The battery will leave about the
the promoters of the game and aspirsuch levy in the 'various districts, as fifteenth of next month for their aning youths to keep the) pot boiling. will be sufficient to carry on the
nual encampment. This year it will
Roswell baselbajllites and the popuWe call
that district
pchools-be In their reservation of 7,000 acres
lace generally are strong for it.
dis
your attention especially to those
up in the Capitan mountains.
tricts which have not had sufficient
The horses have already been se
funds in the past to maintain school cured to haul the epulpment. There
for at least five months. Under the are a few vacancies in the battery
f NEWS FROM' THE CAPITAL
new law the county commissioners and many of the old members will
if
have power to levy up to the limit
so as to get the ten day vaRock Island Activity.
mills. Yo.u will note
cation.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 1. Coal Oil specified, fifteen
With
$20,00,000 provided for capl- disthat it is not necessary for any
The special importance of the vaca cal requirements for two years, the
Inspector Frank Lopez has appointed
to hold an election with refer- tion
trip to the reservation is for long Rock Island is prepared to engage in
Alfred Coleman chief deputy inspec- trict
to levy for school purposes. range target practice.
ence
tor at Albuquerque to succeed Nestor
significant activities. It proposes
This being the case you will see at
this year to complete 70 miles of the
Montoya.
once that considerable responslbllty
Kansas City Short Line, possibly also
Appeal Granted.
the
county superintendent
A LUCKY LAD
: In the federal court, an appeal was falls upon'
a 631 mile lumber line in Louisiana
to see that commissioners are propBrussels, June 21. A grandson of and Arkansas, begin a new
granted in the case of the United
bridge at
of
each
to
needs
as
the
Godillot, the famous "double" of Na Memphis and go ahead with work on
States vs. the Alamogordo Lumber erly informed
district In order that the law may be poleon III, is reported to have cap- new
company, one of the old timber cases.
terminals at that point and at
for the coming year and tured the heart of a Chicago heiress.
effective
School.
Omaha.
Spanish American Normal
no school shall have less than It was Godillot who supplied boots
e
Francisco Delgado of this city, a that
The Frisco will build a
five months. It becomes necessary to the French, army in the Franco- - doubled-trackeline to Peoria and
regent of the Spanish American Norto act Prussian war, and according to Gen
g
mal school, has issued a call for a for the county superintendent
in addition to
to see to it that county eral Ricard and Gambetta, General Springfield,
once
at
and
and installation of signals
meeting of the regents for organiza- commissioners at their
July meeting MoMahon's force could easily have on the Kansas
tion at Santa Fe on Wednesday,
City, Fort Scotti &
Bhall make all necessary levies for crossed the
Belgian frontier near Se Memphis.
June 26.
Some construction work
school purposes. We hope, therefore, dan, but for their
shoes.
will be carried forward in Texas from
Hunting and Fishing Licenses.
will make a thorough study
Thus, because of Godillot's 'boots, which state the Southern Pacific and
From now on until further notice, that you
of this new law and take prompt ac the
Fijench army suffered a great de the Santa Fe have retred until the
fishing and hunting licenses will be tion in accordance with Its
provisions feat that changed the course of his
Issued only from the office of Game
can he induced to relax
as the law has been in effect since tory. What remained of the boots legislature
and Fish Warden T. C. de Baca. They
laws.
present
progressive
the 10th day of June, 1912, accord in Paris were sent on to Tours,
Little new construction is in sight
may be secured either through mail
13.
to
section
' or on
ing
where they were ultimately served for the territory east of the Mississpersonal application.
Very truly yours,'
out Chanzy's improvised army. The
Filed Oath of Office.
ippi and southern roads seem likely
ALVAN N. WHITE,
troops were afflioted.in consequence, to do most of what may be undertak
Miguel A. Otero, 6. F.
of
Public With foot sores and lagged when
State
Superintendent
en in the way of branch line exten
lEasley and D. E. Boatrlght have filed
Schools.
June
18, 1912.
forced march was necessary."
Antonio
J,
with Secretary of State
sion. The Southern and trunk line
No Joint Maneuvers.
Godillot was so much like Napoleon roads
Lucero their oaths of office. The
appear to be content with deA.
S.
Brookes III in
Adjutant General
appearance that it would have voting) themselves to an increase of
members of the board of dental
received a dispatch been hard, were-theboth together, second
J. J. Clark, F. R. Lord, J. C this afternoon
tracks, and yard facilities.
from the wax department, making the to have said which was which.
In
Stanfield, M. J. Moran and J. Q.
Other roads either have plans com
1873 Godillot's appearance
on the
Welch have also filed their oath.
pleted or in the formative stage, and
boulevards and at a mass in memory altogether the
Incorporation.
prospects are suffi
Incorporation papers were filed to- FOR THE CHILDREN of the third Napoleon convinced Pa ciently bright to give encouragement
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
ris that the emperor still lived.
to those engaged In the manufacture
day with the corporation commission
RELIABLE
SAFE
It Is supposed that Godillot was of equipment and supplies than they
of
Suburban
the
QUICK
Realty company
by
NO NARCOTICS
NO OPIATES
the twin brother of Morny. He have enjoyed for several years.
Albuquerque capitalized at $ 250,000,
diand
often went to see Napoleon III.
The
paid up.
incorporators
HONEY
TAR "but
FOLEY'S
rectors are: W. H. Gillenwater, 1,800
stealthily, at the Tulieries. The
There Is no real need of anyone be
endless military and naval contracts ing troubled with constipation. Cham
100
Montoya,
shares; ' Atanasio
COMPOUND
he obftiined under the cover of men berlaln's Tablets will cause an agree
shares; John W. Wilson, 100 shares.
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
of
sraw were one of the means able movement of the bowels without
Race Riot at Cloudcroft
any unpleasant effect Give them
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
Governor McDonald Is in .receipt of PNEUMONIA which often means a sud- which brought him a great fortune, trial. For sale by all dealers.
HONEY
FOLEY'S
den
a
old
He
Keep
fatality.
for
the
Hippodrome
bought
dispatches from Cloudcroft, Otero AND TAR COMPOUND
always in the
a sprained ankle may as a rule be
county, that an effort was .made to house and give at first sign of a cold. storehouse., He died worth $12,0(K),
cured in from three to four days by
000.
drive out the negro population of that Refuse substitutes.
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
O. G. Schaefer
popular resort. The sheriff of Otero
the directions with each
observing
Co.
Red
Cross
Old
Drug
papers for sale. Optic ofnoe. bottle. For sale by all dealers.
county, reports however, that It was
down-the-valle-

OUll CEi. II--A IU1UH L

SALE
TAG
GREEN
Gonifnuca Until SnturdDy, Juno 29

PLAN MANY

VALLEY

drifted 'Into
from
colleges haa finally germinated,
and qet them all to squirming
The Roswell News dopes
out the situation aa follows :
"It all means that baseball for
Roswell is on the boom. It has al
been known that from the
ways
youth of Roswell could be picked a
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double-trackin-

v

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a'protection to the trade name, , but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, be- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

H

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

g

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

100-mll-

d

double-trackin-

. M. CUNNINOMAn
RANK.SPRINOfcR, Vice

HCSK1NS,

CaihUr

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

'

.

Lots Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

.

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Paid on Deposis

at

A CARD
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
a farmer living near Covena, Ga
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and find them to be all you
claim for them. They gave me almost
ire tan t relief when my kidney were
sluggish and inactive. I can cheerfully
recommend them to all sufferers from

kidney troubles." O.
Sed Cross Drug Co.

O. Schaefa- - and

plication. Try it and see how oul' y
it will relieve the pain
soreness. Sold by all dealers. and

It is now well Known that not more
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
than one case of rheumatism In ten
requires any Internal treatment whatever. All that is needed Is a free ap
plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
and massaging the parts at each ap- - Everybody read The Optic.

DEMOCRACY

NOTHING GLOOMY ABOUT THE JOHNSON CAMP

HAS

"FORT" CANNED GOODS

A LONG LIFE

r.,
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IS OVER 100 YEARS OLD
HA3 HELD TWENTY-ONE

CONVENTIONS
'. . Washington, June 21.

'

I

REPRESEHT

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

The conven- next

u. . v i
uuuwmm
opens at Baltimore

4

n- Tuesday win be the twenty-firs- t
tional avsainnMage of the democratic
party, whl?e the one now in session
in Chicago is only the fiteenth republican national, gathering. But the
democratic party eVrpaases the repub
lican in age more h&n this difference would indicate': Born in the
bank controversy of 1791, christened
by Jefferson, its founder, in 1792, and
strengthened in the division Wong
the people which Washington's neutrality proclamation at the beginning
or the Anglo-Frenc- h
war in 1793
caused, the democratic party passed
it centennial mark more than a decade ago.
But, the history of ihp party's conventions dates back only to 1832, in
which year the national delegate convention method of nominating candidates for president and vice president was adopted. The first nationa
democratic convention was held ci
at Baltimore, and
May 12, 1832,
adopted two rules which have guided
the actions of all subsejuent conven
tions. One of these provided that the
delegates, when so Instructed, should
cast the votes of their states as
Unit, and the other that no candidate
should be nominated without a two- thirds' majority.
Andrew
Jackson
was nominated for president and Mar
tin Van Buren for vice president,
They were elected.
The ' second national democratic
convention met on May 25, 1836, also of Kentucky and Joseph Lane of Orea Baltimore, and nominated Martin gon. Both were defeated at the polls
Van Buren for president and Riohard by Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal
M. Johnson for vice president. The Hamlin, republicans.
The main purpose for holding the
ticket was successful in the subse
democratic national convention which
quent election.
The third convention, held on May' met in Chicago on August 30, 1864,
renominated was to prevent the party organization
5, 1840, at "Baltimore,
The . conven
Van Buren, but named no candidate from going to pieces.
for vice president, leaving that to tion adopted a platform which declarthe several states. It also put for ed the war a failure and nominated
ward the first complete platform ever General George B. McClelland of New
adopted by the party. Parts of this Jersey for president and George H.
platform were incorporated into the Pendleton of Ohio Joy vice president,
of every national demo- Only three statesi ratified the convencratic convention prior to the civil tion's action.
In the convention of 1868, the only
war, and its leading ideas have reapone
ever held in New York, Horatio
of
in
the
many
party
peared
platforms
of New York was named
Seymour,
of the last) 50 years.
In 1844 the national
democratic for president and T. P. Blair of Misconvention again assembled in Balti- souri for vice president This ticket
more, Van Buren had a majority of was easily beaten by the republican
the instructed delegates for his nom- ticket of Grant and Colfax.
The 1872 convention of the demo
ination. James K. Polk was a candi- date for vice president. Unfortunately for Van Buren he was not on the
popular side in regards to the burning question of the annexation of
s
Texas. Again the
rule
vas introduced, and assured Van
defeat. After . a three days'
struggle the nomination was given to

NotedFor

h feiv

;

Polk.

crats' was held at Baltimore. It accepted Horace Greeley, the nominee
of the seceding element of the republican party, and named B. Grati
Brown of Missouri for vice president.
but the regular republicans in that
years repeated their victory of 1868.
In their convention of 1876, in St
Louis, the democrats nominated their
strongest and ablest man, Samuel J.
Tllden of New1 York, witfi. Thomas A.
Hendricks of Indiana for vice president They came within one vote In
the electoral college of electing their
ticket.
Since 1876 the national conventions and nominees of the democratic
party have been as follows:
1180, at Cincinnati, General Win-fiel8. Hancock of Pennsylvania for
president and William H. English of
Indiana for vice president
1884, at Chicago, Grover Cleveland"
of New York for president and Thom

Mr. Henry Tolman, a veteran
of three wars and a man who

has worked hard and
many hardships since
11
years of age, says Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey has
added many happy years to
the lives of his wife and
himself.
en-du- red

wf

.

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

o

$1,050

ble to imprisonment for 12 months.
The Eocky Mountain association of
the United Mine Workers
America, embracing four northwestern districts and two districts in Canada,
and representative of 51,300 coal min1892, at Chicago,' Grover Cleveland ers, was formed in Butte, Mont, to
of New York for president and Adlai advocate the use of life
saving apparx
B. Stevenson of Illinois for vice presi- atus.
dent
The Brotherhood of Railway Train1896, at Chicago, William J. Bryan men hopes to establish a home tor
of Nebraska for president and Arthur aged and infirm members In CaliforSewall of Maine for vice president. nia. A site has been obtained in the
1900, at Kansas City, William
J. vicinity of Ben Lomond,' Santa Cruz
Bryan of Nebraska for president and county, and an effort is being made
Adlal E. St9vnon of Illinois for "vice tQ get money for the erection of suit
able buildings.
president
1904, at St. Louis, Alton B. Parker
The recently published report of
of New York for president and Henry the
Canadian
Labor Department
G. Davis, of West Virginia for vice shows that there are 1,741 local un
ions In Canada, of which 1,531 are inpresident
1908, at Denver, William J. Bryan ternational, and the remainder are
of Nebraska for president and John associated with central bodies having
W. Kern of Indiana for vice president no affiliation outside the Dominion.
Most of the unions are in large clt
ies. Toronto has 105; Montreal 95;
Winnipeg 79;. Vancouver 76.
LABOR WORLD NOTES.,
Dr. A. J. McKelway, secretary for
the southern states of the national
child labor committee states that
T
iiew tirunswick workingmen are there are a million children today un
planning the organization of a pro der the age of 16 years who are em
ployed in the various Industries of
vincial federation of labor.
From July, 1910, to January, 1912, this country, in addition to another
union labor In Los Angeles, Cal., in million in agriculture, only a part of
creased 160.5 per cent, or from 6,182 Whom are assisting their parents on
the farm.
to 16,105.
Common laborers in the steel In
COMMISSIONERS
dustry of China earn seven cents a CIVIL SERVICE
Seattle, Wash., June 21. Federal
day, while in the United States they
state and municipal civil service
earn on the average $1.75.
The Btogle makers' union has re boards were represented here today
jected the terms of amalgamation of- at the opening of the fifth annual con
fered recently by the International ference of civil service commissions
The principal purpose of the confer
Cigar Makers' union.
A grand total of $19,767,846 has ence, which is to continue in session
been expended on behalf of the mem- two days, 1b to discuss problems con
bers of the Cigar Makers' Interna nected with the administration of the
civil service and to formulate plans
tional union since 1878.
The Journeymen Cooks' and Help for the extension of the merit idea to
ers' union of Denver Colo., lias pur au classes of government employes,
'
chased a plot of ground with buildthe
for
of
ings
purpose
establishing AMERICAN CHAMPION HOPEFUL.
a home for its aged and infirm mem
London, June21. The tournament
bers.
for the open championship of Great
The referendum vote on the pro Britain, the premier event of the year
posal to hold a convention of the lea in the golfing world, has attracted a
gue of pattern makers this year re small army of followers of the sport
sulted in its defeat, but the same to Muirfleld, where the tournament
question will be. submitted to the sub takes place. Today the elimination
ordinate unions next year.
events were started and will continue
cents an until the end of the week. On Mon
A minimum rate of 6
hour has been fixed for women em day the competitions for the title will
'
ployes (In the tailoring t,rade (In commence. The tournament this year
Great Britain. Apprentices or learn- will possess especial Interest for
ers are to receive wages of from 75 Americans, owing to the fact that
cents to $3.12 a week ot 50 hours.
Jack McDermott, the national open
The San Francisco, labor council champion of America, is among the
will ask the Amerloan Federation of entrants. He is the first American- Labor to urge congress to take steps bred champion to compete for the
to build a national highway at a cost British open championship.
McDerof $500,000,000 to theend that the un- mott expresses considerable confi- employed may be furnished work.
fence In his ability to finish well up
Any person in New South Wales among the leaders at Muirfield next
m
tnlrfnc Tifirt fn a maatln
week. His confidence is shared by
more persons to instigate, aid or con- many experts who have watched his
trol a strike or lockout, where the practice work at Walton Heath and
strike or lockout will deprive the pub- elsewhere since he arrived in Engv
lic of a necessary commodity, is lia land several weeks ago.
,

,

iv, c on d on

FULLY EQUIPPED

as A. Hendricks of Indiana for vice
president.
1888, at Chicago, Grover Cleevland
of New York for president and Allen
G, Thurman of Ohio for vice
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Telephone "or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
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Duffy's Pure MaiS Whiskey''
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SUGARITE NUT

0
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over-worke-
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In the convention of 1848, also in
Baltimore, took place the first of the
in democratic na
great 'walk-outstional assemblages, th,e others being
in 1860 and 1896. The party in New
Green Harbor, Mass.
York was divided into two hostile
"Both my wife, who is 8
'
factions. The national convention at.
years old, and myself, 93 years
tempted to patch jip a truce between
old, are taking Duffy's Pure
'
them by admitting the delegations
Malt Whiskey, and we know
which each chose, allowing each to
.we are aided by this indispen-- t
cast half the votes. The result was
gable medicine to hold out a
that the faction whose choice was
little longer, notwithstanding
we are well aware we are living
defeated indignantly withdrew from
far beyond the three score years
the convention. Louis Cass of Michl
and ten.
gan was named for president and Wil
"Last, spring I successfully
liam O. Butler of Kentucky for vice
underwent an operation for
president. This ticket was defeated
cancer on the ear. Through the
by Taylor and Fillmore, whigs.
MR. HBNRTTOLMAN, 9J Years oi Ap
aid of Duffv's Pure Malt WliU.
Franklin Pierce ofc New Hampshire
able to withstand the shock of the operation, which often
a "dark horse" whose name had not key I was
disastrous to many a younger person.
been publicly mentioned as a candl proves
, "A great part of my life I have been either a sailor or soldier. I
won
nomina
the
presidential
date,
in the Seminole, Mexican and Civil wars and was in 27
took
tion at the national democratic con battlespart
and
skirmishes.
v
r?
vention held in. Baltimore in 1852.
"With
best wishes for your
JZrWilliam R. King' of Alabama was continued
success, yours truly,
nominated for vice president but did
not leave to fill the office.
The convention which met at Cin
cinnati, on June 2, 1856, lasted four is one of the
greatest strength builders and tonic "stimulants known
days and resulted in the nomination to science. Its
palatability and freedom from injurious substances
of James Buchanan of Pennsylvaia render it so
it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
that
e
Breckren-TidgC.
John
for president and
more than fifty years its value to those advanced in veara fcaa
For
of Kentucky for vice president. been
delicate and sickly will find in
recognized. The
The most fateful convention which it the health and strength-givin- g
that are so necessary to
properties
was ever held in the United States them. It
and sustains the system; is a promoter of
strengthens
was that which opened at Charleston, health and longevity: makes the bid feel
voun? and keens the
S. C, on April 23, I860, which lasted
young vigorous. It is prescribed by physicians and used as a fam.
57
balten days and took
unavailing
medicine everywhere. You should have it in your home. It
lly
...
.
.
.r
. .
i
i
lots, and which split the party into a wm
us
vaiue hi uic lumiy urumary mnesses ot a tamily or
piuvc
northern and southern section, each for an emergency.
of which had a separate convention
Duffy' Pure Malt Whhkey i the only whiskey tW
taxed by
tha Government as a medicine during the Spanih-AmericIn another place and put Up a ticket
War.
Sold in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by drueeists. Grocer and c?oalira
of Its own. One faction named Stephdirect, $1.00 a large bottle. If your dealer cannot supply you, write us,
en A. Douglas of Illinois and Herschel or
and we will tell you where it can be boutrht. Our dortnr will cpnrl vnn
V. Johnson of Georgia, while the oth- advice free, together with a valuable illustrated medical booklet
er nominated John C. Breckinridge
,
j.ne uuny juait wnisKey .o., Koctiester, im. y.
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ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
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Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS flour CASH
ftmaULAK RETAIL VALUE. S1S.OO

i.r,P?Tb.ia

i
3

"""I1 "'

dinner-warof
and onr
.,1v!lr?i
munafsotarer tolntl(nl
give as an exolaewe deslira
and
Ton
to
a
expense."
of the actual cut of the
only
pay
beautiful "Cosmos" percentace
design and canootbe dnnlloated In
'ii. for lessathan
il in any retail China
quality
store. It Is nannteed br
toe manufacturer and ourselves.
Tnere is a coupon In every sack of LARABEE'8 Plonr. Send oa five
coupons and $3.90 in cssl araii.poBuu or express money order, and we will
Benu you one oi Enese beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and re- mittance to The China
of the Lara bee Flour Mills Company.
lluferhlnson. ansa;. BeDepartment
sure to write your name and address plainly,
The coupons in LARAREB'B Flour are
also good for Rogers' Silverware
and otner valuable premiums. Asa for descriptive
circular.

f

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking

sa
by

GERMAN-

a Delight

ALL,GROCBRS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
Jefferson Raynolds President

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
P Hovio Vtio Prnalfiant

J

Hal'ett Raynoias Cashier
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Ukdividbd Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest PalJ on, Time Deposits

!
5

vtGAS
pathy with a rise in hogs. First
transactions varied from last night's
5 contft up, with Septemleevl to
ber delivery $19.02; tor pork; $11.20
for lard and $10.70 for ribs.
The closing quotations for the day
were as follows:
Wheat, July 105V4&; September

convention.

to "piece;
Opposition
meal" reports developed and the" moESTABLISHED 1879.
tion was temporarily withdrawn. John
J. Sullivan, Roosevelt couunmlttee- Publlthd By
man from Ohio, protested against re
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
porting to the convention until con(Incorporated)
tests had been decided.
Committeeman L. P. Summers of
M. PADGETT..
EDITOR
Virginia renewed the motion at 11:65
103.
Corn, July
Septmbei o'clock, but at the request of W. S.
V
Lauder of North Dakota, a delay of
Oats,' July 4S&(i?; September ten minutes was granted.
40
.
Roosevelt members of the com:
Entered at the poatofQce at East
mittee
conferred
with
Pork, July $16.82418.65.
Crionei
Vega, New Mexico, for transmis
Roosevelt by telephone as to 'WhethLard, July $10.092.
sion through the United States mails
er a "pieijm v.V report from
Ribs. July $10.4347-- .
cresecond class matter.
dentials committee should be op-

72?U

71.

Per

TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
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Dally by Mali

One Tear

$.00
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f.00
OPTIC AND 8T0CK
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One Tear
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 21. Today's early
stock market .. showed some further
disposition to detach itself from the
political situation. Trading 'In the
first hour was fairly impressive and
the general movement of prices was
upward, with more than the usual ac
tivity and prominence In the south
em railroad issues. Coal stocks also

posed.

The

committee, voted at 12:20
to submit to the convention
its report on the Alabama contests.
Roosevelt members, led by Henry
and Halbert, made a vigorous at
tempt to delay this action. The vote
on the adoption of the Summers motion was 32 to 15.
The credentials committee without
tended higher with recurrent strength interruption continued its all night
In Can and some of the less conspicu- session through the morning. Con
ous industrials and specialties. Bonds tests reviewed up to noon Include
:
were steady.
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Califor:"."
orders slackened when the average nia, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kenprice level was below yesterday's tucky and Louisiana, Taft delegates
closing. Some feeble rallies occurred being sustained by the committee.
but the general undertone was deChairman Devine said that if the
Roosevelt ' members would
pressed. The last sains were:
confine
their attack to those districts Includ87
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar ...
ed in the list on which they have
130
I
Atchison .........
based their principal
107
charges of
Great Northern
134
fraud, including the Washington and
New York Central . .
Texas cases, the committee would
118
be able to conclude by tonight
Northern Paciflo .......
120
The widest latitude would be al
168
Reading
Southern Pacific
lowed the Roosevelt members, said
110
I,
Union Pacific
i . ......... 1 69
the chairman, and the duration of the
session depended entirely on their at
United States Steel
70
United States Steel, pfd.
titude. As the morning advanced ef
.110
forts were made to stop the limitless
argument that had characterized the
Alabama and Arizona contests. Roose
""NOT velt members objected to the shorten
ing of the time limit, but agreed to
help in enforcing the existing rules
Observation by Mr. Halbert of Min
A
nesota that "facts do not go In this
committee," precipitated a bitter in
Members
terchange of remarks.
jumped to their feet and demanded
that Mr. Halbert apologize for a "re
flection on the honesty of the mem(Continued From Page One)
bers of the committee."
The votes speak for themselves,"
of delegates that Colonel Roosevelt said Mr Halbert.
could depend upon to stay with him
"Votes, yes on both sides,"
through any sort of a move that the
of Montana.
former president might decide upon.
Chairman Davis called upon Mr.
Outside of California, Pennsylvania Hatbert to observe order
and added:
and possibly Kansas, it was predict"The gentleman from Minnesota is
ed that Colonel Roosevelt would get just as
likely to be wrong in the way
comparatively little support among he votes, as are the other members
that of this committee."
delegates in any proposition
might compromise the "regularity"
There was a lively debate precipl
of the men who followed him.
tated on a metion by Mr. Summers of
For, in the last analysis, he Roosa Virginia to submit to the convention
velt followers plainly demonstrated its report on the Alabama contests
that they were willing to do almost Mr. Heney of San Francisco moved
anything for Ctlonel Roosevelt bat, that the motion be tabled. On a de
as it Is known In racing pa:!ance, "go mand for the
previous question, the
the route." When it comes rignt Roosevelt members were voted down
down to the point of burning all thair 31 to 17 and the Summers motion
bridges behind them and ta'-jn-g
prevailed on roll call, 32 to 15.
chances on a dead . open-anaaix
Mr. Heney moved an adjournment
game of win or, lose, there was a scur for 30 minutes to enable the minorrylng to get from under and the col- ity to prepare a report to the con
onel was left behind holding the bag. vention. The motion was
defeated, 28
Governor Herbert S. Hadley of Mis- to 16.
souri, Governor Charles S. Deneen
"We will fight this out on the floor
of Illinois, and Senator Borah of Ida- of the
convention," shouted Heney.
ho served notice that they would not
A motion by Laurer of North
Join in a third party" movement or In
grantin time for the preparation
a bolt from the regular convention. o fa
minority report to accompany all
Other leaders of equal prominence
to the
majority reports, submitted
did likewise.
.
.
convention was tabled, 3 to 16. The
On both roll calls the Georgia delevote on the first 'roll call was 569
gation today voted solidly for Tart. It ayes, 499 noes, ten not voting. This
had been divided 24 to 4. Idaho, was a
gain for the Taft forces and a
voting solidly for Roosevelt on all distinct loss to the Roosevelt adher-est- s
previous questions,
changed to the
and the Taft people applauded
Taft column on this call.
and cheered for a minute.
Oregon, divided five and five on the
The motion to table the motion of
first call, went six to four in favor Governor Hadley to . substitute the
of the Taft proposition on the secminority for the majority report in
ond.
the Albania cases, then was put pnd
Wisconsin shifted completely on
Hadley demanded another roll call
second ballot, voting vlth the Taft
and It was granted, despite cries of
people to table the minority report. "no, no, no," from the floor. ' At this"
The vote was 605 to 484 this time time
it was apparent there would be
and the big Taft victory called out a a third roll call when it come to a
cheer.
motion to adopt the majority report
The plan . of Governor Hadley to In favor of thje1 Taft
delegates.,
force a roll call
on the motion to
the
abanwas
adopt
majority report
N. G. Zimmerman of the federal dedoned after this declnlve victory and
partment of Justice ( Is here . from
it was put through .viva voce.
Washington looking after business
Governor McGovern stated that the matters of
the United States court.
change In Wisconsin's vote was due He spent the day looking up records
to the fact that the Wisconsin mem- In the office of the
county clerk. '
bers of the national committee and
of the committee on credentials had
The flag pole on the city hall was
sustained the contested delegates.
today treated to a coat of paint, the
work being done by Charles E. Doll,
Credentials Committee Busy.
the ' well known slefeplejack of this
.Chicago, 111., June 21.the ciclen- - city. Doll shinned up the frail pole
tlals committee ' was still far from on the tower, many feet above the
finished when the convention began sidewalk, giving the passersby be11s fourth day.
The plan at the out- low quite a show in the acrobatic line,
set was to take up the Alabama con- The work Is being paid for through
tests and others thus far decided by subscriptions from the merchants.
'
o'clocl
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Remit by draft, check or money
rder. It sent otherwise we will not
responsible for loss.
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PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern
'
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OWJfEltSIIIP OF THE AIR
suit has been brought in Paris
by a number of land owners near
,th city asking an Injunction forbidding aviators to fly aeroplanes over
the property of the petitioners. They
claim a vested right in the air agove
A

Injuries are committed iby the aviators first, that horses and cattle are
trtghtosefl fey i.the machines; second- the woods, and third, that cultivatfields are cut up and damaged by
machines when alighting and when
getting again under way.
The issue raised In the suit has
neen the subject of speculation ever
Elnce the use of the machine was
made practicable. It was foreseen
that eventually the courts of all civilized countries would, have to reconsider to what extent a
can control the air above his prop
erty. It has hitherto been the theo
ry of law that ownership of land
carries with it ownership of the soil
to the center of the earth and of the
air above to the senith. No one
could build a bridge over another's
land without, bis consent. The main
tenance of such a principle of law is
no longer possible. The aeroplane
compels Its abandonment, but It is
ty tono means certain what principle
take Its place; therefore, the
is
test cast now under review becomes
of world-v- . ide lntjerest
The specific damages alleged in the
suit are of little Importance. Horses
and cattle and game birds were
frightened at first by the automobile
and by the locomotive, but the fright
soon passed, away. So it will be with
the aeroplane. The damage done to
cultivated fields can of course
be asV
sessed and paid for. But the question
of an injunction against the flight of
a motor nigh in the air across ' a
field Is a different and a very inteiv
sting one. Evidently there is money
in the air for lawyers.
ed,

land-own-

...
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE'
Chicago, June 21. After some ini
--

tial weakness today, the wheat mar
ket hardened. Opening prices were a

shade to
cents lower. September started at 103
to 103,' ft
to
decline of
cents and
then rose to 104. The close was
weak with September
net low-a-

103.

Corn followed the course of wheat.
September opened a sixteenth to
cents down at 72 to 72 and ral
lied to 724
cents. The close
was steady with September
cent
under last night at
In the oats crowd, the lightenss of
demand kept the market easy. September started a shade to
cents lower at 40 tQ 40 and seemed inclined to remain within those
limits.
Provisions advanced a little In sym

71.

OPPOSITION

POINT

retort-Lanstru-

d

'

the committee.

'

'Committeeman Birch 'of Alabama
moved in the credentials committee
at ll o'clock that reports of the com
mittee's act on the Alabama aa the
Arizona contests be submitted to the
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THEATER

IN

AMERICA

It Was in Philadelphia and Its Walla
Are Only Now Crumbling Into
Dust.

There Is an echo of the past called
up by the falling of the walls of an
abandoned distillery on South street.
These walls once Inclosed the first
theater that was erected In the United
States. It was burned out some years
later, but the walls have remained to
this day.
If surprise be noted over the location of tue theater, it is only necessary to point out that In the middle of
the eighteenth century the moral and
civic spirit of the day prevented the
profanation of the city by any such
institution, so it was erected outside
the boundaries and was In what was
known as Southwark.
Of the troublous history of this artistic enterprise
much has been written. It Is unfortunate that records of the dramas given
are not complete and that we have
few contemporary criticisms from unbiased pens upon the artistic worth
of the thespian representations. It la
of record that the city authorities
were much shocked, that much of Society (with a large S) frowned on the
Institution, and that rogues and vagabonds were under the ban for a long
Urns'.

But even In that day there were
those who found pleasure and profit
In attending the theater. A few years
later George Washington was of those
who patronized the enterprise.
At
that day the name of Washington
might have stood against the world,
and many young men at least considered that it would do them no harm to
follow their leader to the theater.
If we can believe what evidence Is
available, dramatic managers in those
days had some illumination and inspiration, as well as being mere purveyors of entertainment. The supply
of plays was meager and not of high
class, according to modern standards.
The theater was ill appointed and
poorly lighted. But the actors and actresses seemed to have had some
Bpark of divine afTlatus, for they received commendations from foreign
vlstors who had seen the best the
world afforded.
The dawn of the American
drama
east a1 feeble light, but we may now
catch a few gllntlngs of It as Its first
home in America tumbles into dust.
Philadelphia Inquirer.'
IDAHO

A WONDERFUL

STATE

Even the Victims of Its 8wlndlera
Make Money by the Fraud,
8aya Senator Borah.
United States Senator Borah claims
that his state of Idaho is so good that
even the people who get cheated within Its smiling domain make money by
the transaction. On( his fway from
Washington after the adjournment ol
the last session of congress, he was
Introduced on the train to an eastern
woman who immediately began to tell
a long, sad story about the robberlike practices of western people in
general and Idaho men In particular.
"My husband was a traveling man,"
she explained In a lachrymose voice,
"and one nigjit In Boise City some ol
your people gave him too much drink,
so much In fact, that he didn't know
what he was doing. The next morning he waked up and discovered that
he had bought fourteen hundred dollars' worth of mining stock at four
cents a share. Think of that, the
greatest outrage I ever heard of. I
have never even looked up the mine
In which the stock was sold, but the
experience has taught me that western promoters- are merely burglars.
My poor, dear husband was robbed
as surely as if those men had held
bim up at the point of a gun."
Mr. Borah asked the name of the
mine, and she told him. Without
saying a word, he picked up a newspaper and pointed to the. stock quotations. Right there that Nlobe-lik- e
woman got the shock of her life. The
stock was shown to be worth $140,000
that day. Popular Magazine.

On Acting.

Acting Is not a trade which tendi
to stability and dignity of character,
but encourages sensibility and flashei
of warm instinct. Extreme alertnesi
to praise and blame, harmoniously
combined with vanity and absorption
in on topic, are almost a necessity ol
the occupation; but this existence,
however narrow and distorted, has th
primal virtues of vividness and vitality. It not only depicts human passions, but It also requires in Its servants a varied and constantly ready
fund of emotions and Instincts. Lacking the free air of Independence and
impartial thought, it has to the full
the warm breath of crude but passionate humanity. In feeling, however
blind, In life, however fragmentary, the
onlooker finds more to love In the
players' world than In all the dead
decorum of a Philistine prosperity
Norman Hapgood.
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TICKETS ON SALE JULY 3, 4 AND 5, 1312
FINAL RETURN LIMIT, JULY 6TH., 1912

Fare For The Round Trip

CJnZzj

Tact
Mrs. Smith and her little daughter
Margaret, aged two, were spending the
summer at the lake. The mother often
spoke of the excellent quality of the
milk she fed the child. While outwalking with little Margaret one day, Mrs.
Smith happened to meet the wife ot
the farmer who supplied the superior

UJJ

D. L. BATCH ELOR, Agent.

milk.

"What do you say, Margaret, to the
lady for bringing you such nice mllkf
prompted Mrs. Smith.
"How's the cow?" asked Margaret
politely. Women's Home Companion.

JULY 5, 1912

SANTA FE.

We have on hand a complete stock of

mm

.

..

OCOHS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Mo$ t Reasonable Prices

Not So Nice.
"I know a girl who made a $2 graduation gown and captured a husband
on the strength of It"
"There's a good argument for $2
gowns."
"The trouble is, she caught a $2 husband. He has expected her to dresi
on that precedent ever since.'

Get our quotations before buying:

LAS VEGAS

CO.

Lurjczn
Old Town

Phone Main 150

Too Tenuous.

"There Is only one family line in
this country which can bear the burdens which are put upon It"
"What Is that 7"
"The clothesline."
Telephones and Ear Troubles.
The ear troubles of telephone users
are attributed by Dr. Foster of
to the sharp crackling and
other intermittent;, distracting noises,
and not to any electrical or electro
magnetlo action. The elimination ot
these sounds is a problem for the telephone engineer. Herr Bahr of
has Attempted a solution,
and claims improvement by substituting for the iron diaphragm one of
mica attached to an iron disc.
Char-lottenbu-

Char-lottenbu-
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The
Science of

ws

it may be termed

a science

must

a means of presenting the

include

proposition to the greatest number
To reach this

of prospective buyers.
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Monkey Chastisement
Monkeys do such an astonishing
amount of reasoning, sometimes, that
it almost frightens us into believing
that Darwin was right after all. A
short time ago a child, contrary to all
orders, put several peppermint
drops
inside the wire of' a monkey cage, in
a circus.
One of the monkeys sampled one and liked it immensely, but,

thinking that another treat was in
store at the end of the' cage, left the
remaining peppermints unprotected
for a brief moment. No sooner was
his back turned than a mischievous
little monkey made way with the candies, and on the owner's return not a
peppermint was In sight. The older
monkey gravely considered the situation for a few moments, then called
the little monkey to him, tested his
breath,- and spanked him for dear

Demonstration of Bass Island Concord and
Catawba Grape Juice, Strictly Pure and Non Alcoholic. A Glass of Good Cold Grape Juice will be
Given Free of Charge to Every Lady Calling

our Store Tomorrow.

at

.

,

life.

'

Exonerated.

Indignant Passenger (to railway
manager) Here, I say, I got a cinder
in my eye from one of your beastly
engines, and It cost me 10 shillings for
a doctor to get It out and dress the
eye. Now, what do you propose to do
in the matter?'"
Railway Manager Nothing,
my
dear sir, nothing. We have no use for
the cinder, and you are perfectly welcome to It. No doubt, strictly speaking, you did go off with our property
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the cinder of course, was not yours
but we do not care to make a fuss
FOR SALE Horse, harness and bugabout such a small matter. Pray do
gy.
Cheap.
Inquire Waterman, not give the incident a moment's
Plaza photographer.
thought.

GREAT JUNE CLEARANCE SALE STILL CONTINUES
BIG REDUCTION IN SUITS AND DRESSES,

'OMEN'S SHIRT WAISTS

-

--

:
t

Women's Dress Skirts, Misses'
and Qirls Dresses. Lawns and
Batistes, Artistic Stylish Millinery, Entire Stock of Shoes on Sale.

'The

136

store
festal

E.LasVegas.

Rlen's Department
Union Suits, Hen's Socks, Man-

hattan Shirts at 20 per cent

of Quality
dlS

'

T

.1

n.m:
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CAS VtUA

4

sign painting see Hermann,
429 Grand, Fountain sguare.
Local View' post cards at Schaefers.
35 subjects. Always something new.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Trimmer of
Miami were visitors In Las Vegas to
day.
H. W. Taylor, a merchandise bro
ker of El Paso, Tex., was here today
on business.
Mrs. S. B. Hedges and Mrs. A. Her
bert of Santa Fe were visitors in Las
Vegas today.
Marcos Castellano,' Santa Fe sec
tion foreman at Chapelle, was here
today on business.
H. C. Smith, of Gross Kelly & Co.,
was In Santa Fe yesterday and today
on a business trip.
S. Harris of Albuquerque came In
this ; afternoon from the north, stop

Ft

The mao who dbes the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for
moment
tn prescription Riling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we Till your
prescription.

INTERS

DRUG CO.

Pboue Main ii
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PLAZA HOTEL

PERSONALS

Tb3 PfescriplloDlsl

OPEN
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FLYNN BELIEVES IN HIS

HOSTELRY HAS BEEN MADE ONE
OF THE FINEST IN THE
WHOLE SOUTHWEST.

The Strongest Car

ABILITY TO WHIP JOHNSON

NEXT

TUESDAY

nva
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Says lie is Sure to Put up a Better Fight Than Jeffries, Even if He
Loses Johnson is in the Best of Condition and it Looks as
Though (he Pueblo Man Will Have to Work Hard if He Hopes
To Make Good Harsh Things Published About the Challen-ge-r
Make Him More Eager to Battle.

Made absolutely modern In every
(By Ed W. Smith)
respect and beautifully furnished the
dered into Jack Johnson'
training
James Flynn, the
Plaza hotel will be reopened under
new management on Tuesday of next fighter who Is to put Jack Johnson camp out in Oldtown yesterday afterweek. Until after July 4 tne hote; to the test July 4 in the new fighting noon and announced that he was willwill entertain transients only. Begin arena here, amuses himself during ing to workout with the champion.
ning on July 5 regular hotel business his off hours with reading some of He had some friends with him that
will be transacted and all guests the harsh things that have been said he had picked up In East Las Vegas
will be welcomed. Though the work about him since he signed articles and to them he confided his plan of
of remodeling and refurnishing the to take on the great negro gladiator. knocking the black man's head off
And Jim finds "consolation In theBe his shoulders.
building is not completed, H. L. Har
of the hostelry, decided stories, or rather in the reflection
vey,
He said he was known (o the ring
manager
ping here on business.
him 'that he as the "Texas Kid."
to
to
comes
as
as
that
accommodate
always
many
guests
W. D. Shea, of the D. & R. G., rail
from June 25 in order to do will get even with hie critics after
Johnson looked him over with a
last night from his possible
road, arrived
Jim'
over.
in
his
is
For
thou
care
the
for
figures,,
the
part
fight
helping
crtlcal
eye and winking at his help
headquarters In Santa Fe.
sands of visitors who are expected to that even if he doesn't win and real ers, announced In an aside but loud
of
firm
of
the
Harry W, Kelly,
be here to attend the
ly he doesn't see how he Is going to enough for the young giant to hear
Gross Kelly & .Co., was a vlslt&f in
festivities.
losei he will put up such a corking that he was afraid the man from Texand
Santa Fe yesterday
today.
D. M. Farson, a bond broker of good- - fight that he will be even a as
might beat him. So he must deE. , E. Johnson, the land man, re
is the new owner of the ho- greater man In defeat than Johnson cline to meet him, he said. But in
Chicago,
busiturned yeBterday from a short
tel. To all appearances he did will will be In victory.
order not to disappoint the crowd
ness trip in northern New Mexico.
to pick Mr. Harvey as his manager.
look back at it, that had come to see the bout John-- i
when
"Now,
you
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bendlx left
Under the directions of Harvey the this thing of fighting Johnson Isn't son said he would match one of his
last evening for Santa Fe where they hotel
building, which is located on such a dare-devproposition as a mates against the Texan. ,
will spend a short time on their
the laza, has been transformed into great many persons believe," Jim said
'
That satisfied the T. G. and Jack
honeymoon.
one of the most handsome and com last evening after the final meal of
the Terre Haute man who is
Wallace Springer arrived yesterday
Skelly,
fortable hostelries In the southwest. the day had been tucked away and in
the camp, put on the gloves with
from Washington, D. C, where he
The exterior of the structure has everybody about the camp was yawn
him. It only went a couple of rounds
has been a student In George Wash'
been repainted and beautified and in ing and waiting the signal for bed.
and was a Joke affair. The Texan
lngton University during the past a short time a two
story balcony will "Really, the colored fellow isn't such knows absolutely nothing about the
winter.
be built across the sidewalk In front a terror. Just look over his record
M. H. .Sabin, of Earickson and Sabin
game and after 'being cuffed around
of the hotel.
Special permission to and you will find that hasn't knocked
brokers of Las" Vegas and Albuquer
by bis middleweight
opponent, he
do this work has Deen granted by out so many of 'em.
que, was here today on business. Mr.
gave 'hp In disgust and amid the deri"At any rate, there is one thing I sive 'cheers
Sabin has charge of the firm's offices Mayor Delgado and the town'ouncii,
of the big crowd that was
This balcony will 'furnish a delight am morally sure of. I'll make a far
in the Duke City.
the workout
watching
ful resting place for guests.
better showing against him than
Johnson was back in the old rouCounty Commissioner Hughes of
But it is in the interior that the Jeffries did and that ought to get me
Mora was in Las Vegas last night,
tine yesterday afternoon and gave
greatest Improvements have been something from the American peo- the
coming in from Roy by auto y ester- made. New
spectators a lively matinee for
floors . have, been laid ple."
it. He boxed nine stiff rounds in all
day, afternoon and leaving this morn
And In this deduction Flynn is abthroughout and all the, walls and ceil
in addition to the routine with the
ing for the county seat
New
have
been
redecorated.
correct The Johnson-Jeffrie- s
ings
solutely
Kr&usei
meUic-iue- '
Max
of Mora, who has
ball and the punching 'bag.
been da Las Vegas for the past sev electrical fixtures have- been installed contest was one of the most widely He got, up' a' tremendous lather on
eral days, left this morning for Mora. and a steam heatingf'plaflt" is being advertised affairs that ever took himself "before he was through and
rooms will be place in sporting history. And even
Luciano Maes, a sheepman from put in, nearly all of the
went at his work with greater seemand lava the experts who watched Jeffries go
toilet
with
bath,
equipped;
the country south of here, .was iu
ing gusto than he has at any time
tory. Thirty private .telephones are through his training work were deLas Vegas today.
during the season here.
Miss . Jeanette Spiesa, daughter of being installed for the convenience ceived in his condition.
It was significant that at the fin-The
public, or a great portion of his of his workout
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spless, will of the' patrons. Beautiful furniture
yesterday every
In- it, was told that Jeffries would make
leave on train No. 9 for Los Ange- has been purchased and will be
body seemed to "like" Johnson much
exa
wonderful showing against the colwhich is
les, Calif., where she will visit friends stalled upon Its arrival,
better than they bad in the several
ored man, who was then champion
pected to occur in a few days.
and relatives.
days previous. On the way in all
William Comstock, the landman, ac- - L The hotel will cater to both family through his defeat in Australia of hands were remarking, "I liked him
'
transient trade. It will set the Tommy Burns, and the stories were
cmpanled' by his son, Arthur Corn-- and
today" la exact contradiction to the
best
possible table, an expert chet so strong that Jeffries entered the comments of the other days when adstock, left this afternoon for Newton,
a staunch favorite. Kansas. Arthur Comstock will spend having been engaged to take charge ring
verse comments were heard.
From the first tap of the gong Jefwill
An
automobile
kitchen.
of
the
the summer In Kansas.
Johnson went the usual seven
run between the hotel and the Santa fries never had a chance of winning.
George B. Fisher, A. M., president
with Marty Cutler and then
rounds
He
never made even a good Btab at
of the Flsheropathy Colllege associa- Fe station for the purpose of trans
two more .with Calvin Respress- - and
,
winning.
hotel
of
the
Patrons
tion of Denver, was in Las Vegas to- ferring gueBts.
It's a certainty that won't be the it was a strong workout
will be carried free of charge. Mr.
day stopipng off between trains en
The champion was pretty well
.case
efwith the Flynn boy. No gamer
route from Colorado to San Francis- Harvey intends to make a special
cheered
up iby a telegram announcfort to get his share of the commer man ever wiggled his fingers into a
co.
Tom Flanagan, his old Torthat
ing
set
of
five
ounce
gloves than this
R. B. Kane arrived this afternoon cial trade. He expects to advertise
onto
trainer
and friend, would be in
south- lad from the highlands of Colorado.
from his home In Topieka and will the hostelry thoroughly in the
to Join the camp
Las
Vegas
tonight
He
isnt'
to
"the coun
succumb from the
going
be in Las Vegas until after July 4, west, and In, fact, all over
and do what he can towards fitting
effects
of
a
located
and
The
is
he
isn't
single
punch
hotel
pleasantly
being employed In the Castaneda ho try.
to crumble away Into to wilt- Jack for the big affair. There is littel office. Mr. Kane was In Las Vegag and has large sample rooms, making going
ed
without fighting back and tle doubt that one of Johnson's main
for
heap
tourist
and
the
several years ago and ia well known an attractive place
troubless is pure ennui. He is so
the commercial man as well. It faces fighting back mighty hard.
here.
lonesome here that he is put to sore
'
All
of
one
the
those who know something of
F. M. Pearl, editor of the Kansas south upon the Plaza,
straits to find amusement So the
Flynn's rather desperate past, those
Democrat at Hiawatha, Kansas, and beauty spots of Greater Las Vegas.
has organized a minex"had
who know of his desperate struggles Johnson camp
Mr. Harvey has
ten years'
county attorney of Brown county,
and
will stage a perstrel
company
and daughter, Lucille, passed through perience In the hotel business and he to get along and try. to make some- formance at the local opera house
can rejuvenate thing of himself, and those who have
Las.Veglas yesterday en route to Al Bays he believes he
within a few days.
the old Plaza and make it the most seen him fight and have seen him
buquerque where Mr,. Pearl's daugh
As a preliminary workout Johnson
ter, Lenore, is seriously 111 with tu- popular hotel In New Mexico. Las train for this contest and have talked loaded his troupe into two big autos
to'
such
a
needed
him
has
know that Jim is fighting for
Vegas
long
just
berculosis.
yesterday morning and they went ah
as the Plaza will be and Its his very life In" this contest
Harry - Sharp; fistic expert for the hostelry
over town serenading their friends.
success
is asssured from the start
If Flynn can win he has an enoim-ou- s
Saint .Louis PostJMgpajtlch, will ar
They have a pretty good quartette
fortune in his hands within the and Johnson
rive here Sunday to report the final Mr. Harvey says he already has
sang "Chicken" with
booked orders
for several suites next two
training of Johnson and Flynn for
'years. He should be one great effect.
will
be
which
occupied
permanently of the most popular champions we evtheir battle on July 4. Ed Wray,
There isnt' a minute being wasted
The remodel- er had, because Jim at heart Is a
sporting editor of the same paper, will by Las Vegas people.
good out at the Flynn camp. There is little
cost
of
several
the
hotel
will)
lad and in addition to that he has
be here about the middle of next ing
doubt that Flynn will be in the shape
thousands of dollars.
week.
enough of the Gaelic blood in his
4
The hotel will be conducted on the veins to enlist the. nation's entire of his life July when he steps Into
with
the
the
colored gladiator.
ring
American plan and the rates will be
He Is more on the One watching Flynn
pouularlty.
closely can see
reasonable.
John L. Sullivan order of personal- his daily Improvement In all that will
ity htan has been any candidate for go to make Flynn a possible victor in
W. E. Hodges, third vice president the title we have had since Peter
the July 4 battle He Is getting fastof the Santa Fe road, passed through Maher- 'bobbed up and then as
quickly er, his strength Is enormous and his
Las Vegas this aftprnoon on train No. bobbed down
again. For Jim could muscles are being brought in great
10 in private car No. 21 en route from be called
"'
more of an Irishman than knots now.
.'
v
A dish of
.
'California, where he has Deen on he is German or
anything else.
It looks at this stage as If Flynn
business, to his headquarters in Chirealizes
would
he
what
is
Flynn
facing,
e-N- uts
easily weigh 190 pounds on the
':. '.
h'i'l
cago. yi
not in the fight Itself, but in the day of, the battle and that every bit
and Cream
chance of winning. It usually fright- of it wilt be good, useful flesh and
" ARCHBALD IMPEACHMENT.
ens the average fighter clean out of bone and brawn. ' Jim 19 good, there's
provides true nourishment
his boots to, merely think of facing a little doubt of that and it certainly
21.
house
The
June
Washington,
that makes itself felt in vigorjudiciary committee voted .unanimous- champion. Not so with Flynn. It looks, after yesterday's workout, that
ous action, and clear thinking.
ly today to report articles of impeach- Is an actual fact that he can scarce- Johnson will be, too.
To think well and ac
ment against Judge Robert W. Arch-bal- d ly wait for the day to roll around.
Those that are figuring on Johnson
promptly means success.
of the commerce court, who has
And when Jim said:
"Shoot me not being at his best may be In for
been under Investigation for alleged If I don't win," he meant every word a decidedly unpleasant surprise. Many
Grape-Nu- ts
does furnish
misbehavior in office in connection of it If he cannot win he knows he who have watched him already have
the elements needed by the
"a culm bank" transaction with is lost. But the prospect does not reached that conclusion but the big
with
to
system rebuild, particularly
the Erie railroad. The report will be frighten him ni the least It Is serv- black merely smiles when asked if he
the tissue cells in the brain
and nerve centres of the body.
made during the week of July 1.
ing to spur him on to ever greater oughtn't to hurry along a little. "Two
Coal company's case efforts in the training line.
Marlon
The
weeks yet, and that's plenty of time,"
food
is delicious
. This
the Lackawanna railroad,
To see and talk with Flynn Is to he always says. And it looks as U
against
itself
to
.?
recomend
enough
which figured prominently in the become possessed of the Idea of his Johnson has timed bis condition
to
v
upon trial, and
Archbald impeachment hearing, was abiding faith In himself and his all ' the nicety born of long experidecided today by the interstate com- boundless courage and ambition. And ence In such things.
Johnson isn't
"There's a Reason"
merce commission In favor of the after all that counts a great deal In underestimating Flynn in the least,
coal company. M. P. Boland, the coal this game of fisticuffs.
although his demeanor all along has
Postum Cereal Co., Limited,
company's president, Is the author of
A young giant from Texas standing been one of
contempt for
Battle Creek, Mich.
the Impeachment charges against six feet six inches in height and the rival eight mile9 away. But at
Judge Archbald.
.weighing, he said, 250 pounds, wan-- j the same time Johnson has put In
n

construction
With the adoption of an all
and corresponding Increased solidity (throughout its entire make-up- ,
the new Everitt has been called by experts "The ' strongest car In
world."
Chroma-nicke- l,
as yon probably know, is the one material used
by the United States and other governments for battleship armor
cannon.
and
It Is tthe use of this material found
la no other car costing lees Ithan f 4,000 which has given the Everitt
Its great reputation for the Everitt is built throughout of this
wonderful chrome-nicksteel.
But pis is not all. The ear's frame Is of nearly double Jhe usual strength; Hye wheels and tires are noticeably solid and massive; the axles are of special size; the gears are almost unbreakable and the whole car is a powerful pfece of machinery, built
"
to last
ts:2i'
The new Everitt
Six at $1,850 Is tthe sensation of
-;
the year. We Invite yon to see it r
chrome-nlckel-stie-

high-powere- d

.

.

Flynn-Johnso-

NO NECESSITY

FPU REDUCTION

n

be-

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowest for the hijjhest class of
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

Dry

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

H--

il

r

Hoffman

&

Grauharlh

(The Popular Priced Store)

,

;

Phone Main 104.

.

'.

FRYE'S HOTEL
;s?
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road
RATE3 $3.00

K.KKK.l-

Per Day

-

Cafe De Luxe i

-

REGULAR DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35o

-

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

MOOD'S

.

For

Breakfast

-

j

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF,

OLD RIPY WHISKEY

COOSS GOLDEN DEER ON

All

Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone

Vegas 1.33

Wines, Liquors

for

or Beer

Delivered Free.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

'.'!

g

Sub-Agen-

,

Always inquire of us

I

In The World

ts

F.

- i

Automobile & Garage Co.,
Wanted

STATE AGENTS

Las Vegas, N.

M

some wonderfully good licks towards
getting Into shape and his argument METHODS OF INDUCING SLEEP
over the small ring also shows that
the world's champion is going to con- Relaxation of the Mind and Muscles
la the principal Thing to Keep
cede no points at all to the Pueblo
In Mind.
short-ende- r
the
is
latter
If
even
man
the
.'
'
f;
How to get to sleep, when erjiJ3,
In the betting.;
i(eis Tiisrate, la
Several letters and wires .have 'been "
trainers a matter worth yolvlng, especially If
from different
received
mere do simple, methods that can be
the

f,;

f

"'

'

around the country applying for
place In Flynn's camp 'left' yacant by
the digression of T.'Ryan.' Bui. the
place will not he filled, at all. according to both Flynn anj Curley. It Is
nobody
too late In the game now
can do the fireman much good from
this time on excepting Flynn' himself. Among the applicants for the
place are Edwin Carson of Denver
and formerly located In. Milwaukee,
and Harry Gllmore, Sr., one of the
veterans of the business.
Flynn believes that he Is getting
more benefit out of Abdul the Turk
than out of any of the men he has
had. The Turk is a skilful trainer
and great rubber and as he always
has handled Flynn for all of his important engagements Jim is entirely
satisfied with the layout as It now
appears.
J. H. Gronoman and F. R. Phillips
of Chicago, the latter one of the vice
presidents of National Association
of Homing Pigeon Clubs of America, have a novel scheme that they
have submitted to the local fight club.
They want to send on a dozen or"
more of the fastest birds in the country to be released during or immediately after the contest on July i,
the birds to race back to Chicago for
a loving cup or other prize offered
here,
The Chicagoans believe this would
do much in the Interests of homing
pigeon flying and that a lot of excitement could be raised over the event
The present record from Vegas to
Chicago is a trifle under five days
for the 1,220 miles but they think
this mark could readily be reduced
by the class of birds they would send
'
here to start in the race.
When asked to say what action
Governor McDonald would take if he
made up his mind to stop the contest one of the legal lights stated
last night that the only thing he
could do would be to declare martial
law and send the state militia Into
New Mexico to prevent the men from
entering the ring.
to this
And there is no come-bac- k
either, since it Is Impossible for anybody to enjoin the chief executive of
the state. The local people always
have said they would get out an injunction but ' this is now found impossible in this state as well as In
others.
,.
Dick Klegin, International .globe
trotter and lid lifter extraordinary,
may be here for the contest with his
newest champion,' Dave Smith, the
Australian champion.
He has written to Curley asking for a date here
in advance of the big affair In order
to show his new star. Klegin Is located
in New York- City for the time being.
Jim Flynn came into, the city last
night to lead the grand march at the
firemen's annual ball. The armory
was packed to suffocation and even
Jim's black rival looked on and ap
plauded the Pueblo man's airy and
graceful tactics. Flynn Is reported
to be one of the finest dancers In
the state of Colorado and is proud

i4
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tried.

A
whom

well-know- n

'

lecturer on hygiene,

a very sleepless woman con- suited on the subject of bad nights,
gave her valuable advice, the efficacy

'

'

-

'

.

V
of which she has proved.
j,
"Stretch out your limbs to
fr ,
?
length, with the arms rather clotVJC.
the sides of the body, a id strips
follows:
down" said he, "or if that to po
fortable, In any downward rashion. ,jiony I sug- "Sometlmes you may find
v.tee of the
pu
moment restful to clasp t'?
lllee
above the head, but on now. During
direct.a wov tn th lioVilf nf lint End
slye
this position drives away the' iitoT
tve
from the heart and sends H to in
bead, causing uneasy dreams, ant
therefore restlessness, and may even
prevent sleep altogether.
"Gently - close your mouth and
breathe through your nose. This U
Then let all th
highly important
muscles of the face and neck fee" J$t
laxed, and all muscles of the body,

r"' '

too."
Women of mature age should be al
careful as girls to see that they eleej
with the mouth shut, for this habljj
combats a tendency, growing with th
years, to drop or protrude the Jaw af
the face is settling to sleep. A closed,
mouth and relaxed muscles help to
keep you young looking.
Above all, sleep on your right side.
Wonderful for inducing sleep Is fl
cup of hot milk sipped slowly in bed
the very last thing.
DRAWS LINE AT INKY STAMPS
Uncle Sam Ready to Redeem Them)
But They Can Not Be Used to

Carry a Letter.

"How dirty can a postage stamp k
come and still retain its usefulness la
the eyes of the government?" was t
question propounded to muddle the at
ready overworked brain of a bus
man. Happening to meet a postman
who was collecting mall, 'the maij
handed him a stamped letter.
"That won't go," said the postmarj

"Stamp's dirty." '
As was his wont on special occ
slons, he busy man resorted to sap
'

casm.
"Since when," he demanded, "did
the United States government be
come so Immaculate that it requlrei

none but unsullied stamps stuck oi
Its letters?"
"Well, they've always been pretty
particular," returned the unperturbed
postman, "but there are some klndl
of dirt that count for more than others. That stamp's got Ink on It
Inky stamps won't go, because an ink
spot could be used to disguise a canceled stamp."
"Then I suppose every stamp I hap
pen to drop a speck of Ink on M

wasted?"
'
"Oh, no. Turn it In to the office
where you bought it, and after a certain period you will get your monej
back.'
"How long will that take?" the man
asked.
"About three months."
"I'm afraid I can't wait" said the.
man, and over the discredited stamj
he stuck a spotless one.

My

tt

i

t
t
e
A

Trouble Forecast
wife says women ought to

vote," said Mr. Meekton.
"Well, have you any objection?"
"No. But there's going to be a terrible row if the women of our community get the vote and then try td
vote for anybody except her."

i
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scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom ft Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M.
may concern that the following deOne gray mare, 4 years
scribed estray animal was taken op by
Branded'
M
J. N. Hughes, Venus, N. M.
On left shoulder.
One dark bay, spot in
Branded
forehead, stallion, 673 lbs., 134 bands
On left hip
3
high,
year old.
Also one brown mare 10 years old
.
i
J
with star in face 'bearing the same
OJ
On left
To-wi-

..DIRECTORY

T

SHOE REPAIRING

CLUTRAL UOJEL
WSRS.ZR. FLINT, Pro
Cor. Grand andDouglas Aye.
Las Vegras, N. M.
j
"

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave

416 Grand

"My husband has gained six pounds
since he began eating the breakfast
food you recommended.'
"Merciful heavens! Why dldnt yon
let me know before? I've been eating
the stuff regularly myself for the past
two weeks."

Phone Main 447

H (ill

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

Material

J

Wanted

To-wi-

;

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Phone Main 71

.the

wwly N.

KINNEY

claim a vested r ,

,rHJ"i"iNTANDAUDITCJ
";u;Tita and
I

Douglas.

M
9

Phone Main

40.

HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimate Cheerfully Given. '
Old Town
Wet Side Plaza

....

THE ROMERO ADV. CO
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR

OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Cards
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
v
FF IFIUFN Ye,low Front
uLC ULliOLtl Fountain Squire

H. C. YOUNG
SHARPENED
and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing

LAWN-MOWE-

Lock

RS

,

Street

320-6t- h

E. Las Vegas

mo) (uiiiw
M

Jl

'ifiiiiinni-afi-

i;

Branded
i
Estray Advertisement
""I
On left shoulder
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following deBoard, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
before July 12, 1912, said date being L. E. Lumbley, West Tularosa, N. M.
The Preacher Then you don't think 10 days after last appearance of this
One red bald face stag,
I practice what I preach, eh?
said estray will be sold about 10 years, 700 lbs.
advertisement,
Deacon Hayrick No, slree, I don't
Branded
I"' 1
You're been preaching on ther sub- by this Board for the benefit of the
'
'
owner
On
when
found.
left
hip
and
f "'i
two
of
ject
resignation fer
year,
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
yer ain't resigned ylt
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12 before July 12, 1912, said date
SERIOUS OBJECTION
being
10 days after last appearance of tlila
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice Is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
H. B. Steele of Estancia, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
t:
One dark bay male horse 1st pub. June 2i, last pub.
July 2, '12.
star in face, white left fore foot,
years, 650 lbs.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
C"7
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On right hip
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Branded
Federico Giron, Puertecito, N. M.
On left Jaw
On0 cream colored cow,
Branded
6 years, 500 lbs., 4 feet
On left shoulder
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
On left shoulder
unless
claimed by owner on or
Board,
Branded
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
On left hip
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this
Mrs. Wilson Ain't you proud since
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
your daughter's engaged to that owner when found.
before July 12, 1912, said date being
French nobleman?
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
10 days after last appearance of this
Mrs. Bilson No; I can't pronounc
Albuquerque, N M.
his name.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
SISTERLY COMPLIMENT
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de- 1st.
pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Head, White Water, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
t:
One sorrel mare, 750 lbs.,
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it
10 or 12 years, 14
hands high.
may concern that the following deBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Its
. . . .
On lert enoulder
Milt Whipple, Alamo, N. M.
t:
One bay and white fe
On left hip
male horse, 750 lbs., 5 or 6 years.
uranaea
Branded
' "
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
female
One bay with white face
before July 12, 1912, said date being
750 lbs., 8 years.
horse,
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
by this Board for .the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITART BOARD.
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Fanchette It is hard to tell a womAlbuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance. of this
looks.
her
an's age by
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Cecile I should hope so! Why, you
look like sixty!
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
POINT OVERLOOKED
may concern that the following deAlbuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. H. Harris, Jr.,' Gladstone, N. M. 1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
t:
One black mare, 8 years,
800 lbs.,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
may concern that the following deOn eft hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
9
800
One bay mare,
lbs,
years,
Ed Ellis, Dwyer, N. M.
Branded
One brown mare 10 years
shoulder
On left
old, 800. lbs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
before July 12, 1912, said date being
One light red cow 11 years, 500
10 days after last appearance of this
lbs.
sold
will
said
be
estray
advertisement,
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
BC
On right hip
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
FG
On right ribs
Albuquerque, N. M.
'12.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2,
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
I
No
uBe
Daughter
talking, father;
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
shall marry whom I please.
Notice is hereby given to whom it 10 days after last appearance of thl
Father Tes; but most men are hard
to please.
may concern . that the following de- - advertisement, said estray will be sold
-

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

To-wi-

'

To-wi-

No sir! There are no germs In
cur ice. Our ice is made from the
purest of waters; la highly recom
mended by physicians, and is giving
the beBt satisfaction to all our pat
rons. Don't buy inferior ice and pay
Just what you would if you were usice.
ing our pure, germ-proo- f

THE CRYSTAL ICE

CO.

Phone Main 227

Each axe of our lives has its Joys.
Old people should be happy, and the;
will be if Chamfcerlaln's Tablets are
taken to strengthen the digestion and
keep the bowels regular. These tablets are mild and gentle in their action and especially suitable for people
of middle age and older. For sale by
all dealers.

BEST

GOODS

HANDLFC

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.
A.

, A. F.
com

Ruiax

m

LODGE
NO.
DORADO
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meet
vry Monday ere-cln- g
in Castle HaO.
4
Visiting Knight ere

EL,

munication first and
third Thareday iaeaaa
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
N. O.

Herman, W. 1L;
Secretary.

.

E.

nier, Chaaeellof
Commander.
Harry

Martin, Keeper
Records and

Reg-l'Tul- ar

day in eadi moaih at
Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. D.
Boucher, a C; Chaa. Taatme, Recorder.
mmf

invited.
Liebacsr

cordially

Cha.

K. Murray,

LAS VEQAt COM MAN OCR Y, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
oodcUvcj mcmI Tm

Ma-aon- lo

nt

Seal

ELKS Meets second aaf
fourth Tuesday evening of eaef
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brother are cordially invited. Gee,
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. It.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, S, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS-4Uc- btf
ATTOKNEYt
tion Irtt Monday in each
HUNKER A HUNKER
jnoath at Maaonle Temple, at 7:10 p. m. It. R. Geo. H. Hunker
Cheater A. Hunks
William, H. P.; T. O.
Attorney at Law.
Blood. Secretary,
New Mezlea
Laa Vega.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
--Meet
first and third Fridays In
Maaomle Tempi. Mr,
& Bowen,
Worthy Matron; jame O. RuUedge
Worthy Patron; Mr. George Tripp,

PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF

t.

Secretary. Phone Mala
Grand avenue.

129,

120

Residence

1016

Fifth

St

Office 506
Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
n6.
LOCAL TIME CARD
102 Meet every
Monday night at
O. R.
Hall, on Bouglaa avenue, at
8 o'clock.
EAST BOUND
are
VUlting member
'
cordially welcome. K. B. Oehrlng, Arrive
:10 p. m..'
1:15
president; J. T. Buhler. secretary; No. 2
C. H. Bally, treaamror.
No. 4
11:05 p m
11:10
1:16 a. m
No. 8
1:25
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
2:10
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIO
FOR SALE Typewriter and chickens.
Meet in the forest of brotherl
WEST BOUND
Inquire 1005 Seventh street.
love at' Woodmen of the Wori
p. m...v...l:45
halL on the second and fourth Ft No.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth' Rock
6:10 a. m..'
6:15
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cla. No. 3
4:50
4:40 p. m..
bauy chicks, $12 per 100. Order
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlat No. 7
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev.6:35 p. m
7:00
tag neighbor are ' especially wa No. 9
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
come and cordially Invited.

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. WANTED

To-wi-

PETER P. MACKEL

-

S

t "

To-wi- t:

jiiag

I

To-wl- f.

Rocky Mt. Supply Co., Koehler, N.
One light bay horse,
handa high.
years, 750 lbs., 14

.

Heavy Hardware ancfl

1202 National Ave

u

fi

Lorcnzen

Wgon

WZLJ

To-wi- t:

INCONSISTENT

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire,

A. H.

j

hip
brand.
Said animal being unknown to this
Also one bay horse.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On right shoulder "
"J V
before July 12, 1912, said date being
' f-Branded
10 days after last appearance of this
Said animal being unknown to thi
.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
by this Board for the benefit of the
before July 12, 1912, said date being
owner when found.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
10 days after last
appearance of thl
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
TISEMENTS
said
advertisement,
will
sold
be
estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
thi
Board
by
for the benefit of the
1st pub. June 21, laat pub. July 2, 12.
Five cents per ,llne each Insertion.
owner when found.
Estimate
six ordinary words ta
CATTLE
SANITART BOARD,
Estray Advertisement No ad to occupy let space than two
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Notice is hereby given to whom It
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. ii new, An aavertl mente charged
may concern that the following dewill be booked at Mac actually
0
scribed estray animal was taken np by
without regard to number of word.
Advertisement
E. B, Deschamps, Bueyeros, N. M.
Etry
Notice Is hereby given to whom it ian in advance preferred.
One spotted cow, 8 years,
may concern that the following deBranded
7714 scribed
estray animal was taken np by
On left ribs
W. T. Curry, Montoya, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One iron gray horse 4 or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
5 years, black mane
and tall.
before July 12, 1912, said; date being
Branded
10 days after last appearance ot this
1
On left hip
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
wm
by this Board for the benefit of .he
On left Jaw
owner when found.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN Jt
CATTLE SANITART BOARD.
Said animal being unknown to this
M.
N.
unless
Board,
claimed
owner
on
or
Albuquerque,
by
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, ,'12 before July 12, 1912, said date toeing
10 days after last appearance of this
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice is hereby 'given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the GIRL WANTED Honest,, industrious,
and reliable, no other need apply.
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
Potter's Candy store.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
CATTLE SANITART BOARD.

n.

iast

r

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER.

THE

COLUMN

ZZ

612ZOOUGLASIAVCNUE

CAFE

RESTAURANT ANB

LOBBY

To-wi-

THOMAS J. MORTJMER

; EXPERT

ITIIEjjOPTICl

IDE

To hire two saddle ponies
for July and August, gentle for
ladies' use. W. Goodrich Jones, Temple, Texas.

a

For Sale

l......l:20

p. at
p. m
a. m
p. u.

p. m
p. m
p,
p. m

"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
I. O. of B, B. Meet
every flra charge. Auto to carriage house, Wedof the month in the rectr; nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., returnTuesday
FOR RENT Bedroom. Modern. Ap
rooms of Temple Monteftore at t ing 'same
day. For passage phone
ply 1017 Seventh street.
o'clock p. m, Tiaitln? brother are Main 885 or leave order at
Murphey,
Invited.
cortKUly
Isaac Appel, Cutler Brother or Plaza HoteL
ONE furnished room on first floor
President; Charlea Oreenclay, See
with bath and on car line. Inquire
retary.
509 Sixth street.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCli by local
as they cannot
FOR RENT Five room house,
partly .NO. 804. Meet second. and foarti reach the applications,
diseased portion ot the ear.
rurnished or unfurnished. Apply
There is only one way to cure deafThursday in O. R. C. hall. Pione
920 Galiinas.
ness, and that la by constitutional
building. Visiting member are o
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
lnvled.
Peter Emenaker, G. inflamed condition of the mucous
dially
linRichard Devine, F. S.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumWALL paper renovated, furniture or I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It ia entirely closed, deafness is
1- .- Meets
your wood work made into old mis
every Monday evening a, the result, and unless the inflammasion. Inquire 411
their haU on Sixth street. All Tislt tion can be taken out and this tube
Railroad avenue
Wm. Mitchell, telephone Main 436.
ing brethren cordially invited to at restored to its normal condition, hearwill be destroyed forever; nine
tend. 3 . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; ing
case out of ten are caused by catarrh,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood which is nothing but an Inflamed conby this Board for the benefit of the
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; dition of the mucous surfaces.
owner when found.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
for any case of deafness (caused by
v
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
Albuquerque. N. M.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
Catarrh Cure. Send for clrcalars, free.
1st. pub. June 21, last pub.
July 2, 12
F. J. CHENET ft CO., Toledo. Ohio.
day evenings each month, at Wood
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
man hall. Visiting Brother
co
Helped to Keen
Take Hall's Family Pills for constito
M
invited
A.
attend.
dially
Mrs. J. E. Henrv. Akron Ulh
Ann
pation.
toiia
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
uuw buo ma so: "i wa wivu,,
bothered
with my- kidnevR and hait- tn
retary.
Old paper for eaie, optic office.
double. I tried a sample of ucaiu
Foley
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
-that they aved me a big doctor's
bill." O. Q. Schaefer and Rod
rrogf
Drug Co.
lb, or More, Eaok Delivery
p,r 1M lfct
MM lb, to 2M fea, Eaoii Delivery
o per
laa.
Mrs. M. A.
Eaoti Delivery
la, to 1,001
S8 per
Ike.
LaCrOSS. Wis., wrltpa thor .h..
M fee. to K Ibe. Eah DcRvary
....... .
18 lea.
per
ed all kinds of pains in her back and
Leae Than N
Each Delivery
SSe per 1M lea.
hip on account of kidney trouble and
rheumatism. "I got som of Foler
WKidney Pills and citer taking them for
a few davs
a
wan
there
" VJUUl til
change in my case, for the pain entire
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors o Natural Ice the Puritv
ly lert my hack and hlpa and I am
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veras
thankful there 's such a medicine aa
Famous-Off- ice
701 Dougla Avenue.
Foley Kidney Pills." O. 0. Schaefer1
ana Red ?ross Drug Co.

For Rent

Miscellaneous

RETAIL PRICES

tm
ttt

,

m.lhi

lb,

lb.
A GU A

This Is to certify that Folev' Hnnot
and Tar Compound does not contain
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
any ingredients that could possibly
harm its users. On the contrary, its

COPA54

PUR

A

CO

4,

1t

MTa-

ANT Ads
Are Best

great healing and soothing qualities
make it a real remeriv fnr nmi,ho
colds' and irritations of the throat,
chest and lungs. The genuine is in a
yellow package Ask for Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and accept no
U. G. Schaefer nnrl Red
SUDSUtUte.
Cross Drug Co.

To-wi- t:

...

ti

......

Market Finders
Classided ads. search 'out the people to whom
atnon al
BUY-- the
particular thins is worth most.
That property you want to sell IsJWORTH MOST to iome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any
ort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders 'of the
best markets
of those who MIGHT

I

--

SfVtH
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The Father
The man whose story

Is

here to be

told was the wealthiest and most Influential person In his parish; his name
was Thord Overaas. He
appeared in
the priest's study one day, tall and
earnest.,
"I have gotten a son said he, "and
I wish to present him for baptism."
"What shaU his name beT"
Tlnn after my father." .
"And the sponsors?"
They were mentioned, and proved to
be the best men and women of Thord's

DRAMA

SEASON

ATTRACTIONS
AT PLUNKVILLE
REVIEWED BY EDITOR.
Opening With Greater Barnstormers'
Minstrels, the List Included Prof.
8vsngall, "East Lynns," "Jesse James" and Others.

"The dramatic season Just ended,"
said the Winesap County Weekly Vindicator, "was the most successful in
the history of Plunkville, both from
an artistic and a financial point of
view.

."Early In October the season was
ushered in with the Greater Barnstormers' Minstrels, with 15 performers In high top sllckems and beautiful
pink dusters, who played the most
ravishing circus marches In the courthouse yard. At the evening performance many of the latest melodies were

relations In the parish. ,
"Is there anything else?" Inquired
the priest, and looked up.
rendered, including 'After the Ball,'
'Hot Time Tonight,' and 'Love Muh
The peasant hesitated a little.
"I should like very much to have and the World Is Mine;' also many
s
him baptised by himself," said he,
jokes which have never
been seen In the almanacs in this secfinally.
tion. Our versatile and talented bar"That Is to say on a week day?"
."Next Saturday, at 12 o'clock noon." ber, band leader, baseball pitcher, or"Is there anything else?" Inquired chestra conductor, and society favorite, Mr. Kick Dugglns, secured an enthe priest.
"There is nothing else;" and the gagement with the minstrels to play
peasant twirled his cap, as If he were econd baritone and double up In the
evening as 'Mr. Rastus Johnsing
about to go.
Then the priest rose. "There is yet Brown.'
"In November a hypnotist and enthis, however," said he, and walking
toward Thord, he took him by the tertainer called 'Prof. X. Svengali,' ochand and looked gravely Into his eyes: cupied the boards at the opera house.
"God grant that the child may become Professor Svengali put 8am Tucker,
the tinner, into a trance, and made
a blessing to youl"
One day sixteen years later, Thord him stand on his head In the corner
stood once more In the priest's study. and sing the 'Doxology.' After the perbill,
"I have come this evening about formance Sam missed a
that son of mine who Is to be confirm- but he allowed the fun was worth the
ed tomorrow." "I did not wish to pay money.
the priest until I heard what number
"In December we witnessed that
the boy would have when he takes his loulful and lachrymose drama, 'East
place la church tomorrow,"
said Lynne,' put on with great eclat and a
Thord.
whole lot of terrific success. Deacon
"He will stand number one."
Shucks, who hasn't cried since his
"So I have heard; and here are $10 wlf ran away with the leader of the
Bass Center choir, broke into profuse
for the priest."
"Is there anything else I can do for tears; and as the large concourse of
your inquired the priest, fixing his Plunkvlllians shuffled down the steps
n
that lead from over S. Qulgley's
eyes on Thorti.
commission, confectionery and
"There Is nothing else."
farm Implements emporium, there was
Thord went out
Eight years more rolled by, and then not a dry eye on the stairs.
"About the middle of January the
one day a noise was heard outside of
the priest's study, for many men were Plunkville ' Thespian and Terpslcho-rea- n
Troupe rendered 'Kate, the Conapproaching, and at their head .was
vict's daughter,' for the benefit of the
Thord, who entered first
The priest looked up and recognised South Sea head hunters. Miss Sadie
him.
Bebree, our talented milliner, who took
"You come well attended this even- the Immortal role of Kate Kipper,
made a pronounced hit and admits
ing, Thord," said he.
"I am here to request that the that, when It comes to finished trapsituations, she has
banns may be published "for my sons door and
he is about to marry Karen Storliden, Mme. Bernhardt backed off the boards.
"The spring attractions included
daughter of Gudmund, who stands
'Ten Nights in a Barroom,' 'Jesse
here beside me."
"Why, that is the richest girl in the Tames,' a Shakespearean elocutionist
who put everybody to sleep faster
parish."
"So they say," replied the peasant, than Parson Buckner does, and a man
arms who played the bass viol
stroking back his hair with one hand. without
"This Is now the third time. Thord, with his toes.
that you have come here on your son's "For the next season Manager Tobe
Scruggles will maintain the same high
account."
"But now I am through with him," standard. He has already engaged
Tom's Cabin,' a fiddling quarsaid Thord, and folding up his pocket-boo- k 'Uncle moving-picture
e
show, a
he said farewell and walked tet, a
and an ossientertainment
away.
fied man. During the summer many
The men slowly followed him.
will be made.
A fortnight later, the father and son notable improvements
a. new tin cornice will be erected and
were rowing across the lake, one
the interior will be repainted in
calm, still day, to Storliden to make
tints of flamingo red, parls
arrangements for the wedding.
Helen pink and chrome yellow,
"This thwart 1b not secure," said green,
with many striking fresco decorations
the son, and stood up to Btraighten
representing Venus, General Grant,
was
on
seat
he
which
the
sitting.
the Muses and Little Bo
At the same moment the board he Cleopatra,
next season the same comFor
peep.
was standing on slipped from under
staff will serve the public.
petent
him; he threw ont his arms, uttered a Capt Artemus Jefferson, the saddler,
shriek, and fell overboard.
will continue to
at the box of"Take hold of the oar!" shouted the fice In return forpreside
the privilege of seeholdfather, springing to his feet and
ing the shows free. Nathan Thomas,
ing out the oar.
will light up and make
:he
But when the son had made a. cou- dres grocer,
and 'Piggy' Partington, the widstiff.
he
of
efforts
grew
ple
ow's son, will act as usher and carry
"Walt a moment!" cried the father, ;he red banner with the golden letters
and began to row toward his son.
In the parades for the same splendid
Then the son rolled over on his privileges.
back, gave his father one long look,
and sank.
- Thord could scarcely believe It; he
New Find of an Old Race.
held the boat Still, and stared at the
Island, in the
Fanning
spot where his son had gone down, as jcean, which was recently purchased
though he must surely come to tne by a British Canadian syndicate for
surface again. There rose some bub- jse as a coaling station, is the scene
bles, then Borne more, and finally one it remarkable discoveries, the news
large one that burst; and the lake lay Df which was brought by the steamthere as smooth and bright as a mir ship Makura, which arrived at
B. C, on Dec. 13. Archaeoror again.
For three days and three nights logical explorations have brought to
Beople saw the father rowing round view Indications that the island was
period by
and round the spot, without taking inhabited at some long-agrace with peculiar skill In architeceither food or sleep; he was dragging
the lake for the body of his son. Ana ture. Excavations there have untoward morning of the third day he earthed a large stone building, 60 feet
found It, and carried it In his arms wide and 200 feet long, In the
of which no mortar was
up over the hills to his gard.
It might have been about a year used, the stones used having been
from that day, when the priest, late skillfully mortised together.
Near by this strange structure was
one autumn evening, heard some one
in the passage outside of the door round a tomb containing: a human
of the
carefully trying to find the latch. The skeleton with a necklace made of
oth-a- r
In walked teeth of the sperm whale, and
and
door,
the
opened
priest
articles, Including the skull of a
a tall, thin man, with bowed form and
"
white hair. The priest looked long at dog.
was
It
him.
him before he recognlied
Thord.
All Fixed.
Thord laid some money on the table.
"I think I'll propose at the party toThe priest counted It
"It is a great deal of money," said night"
"No, you won't"
he.
"Why won't I?"
I
of
gard.
my
"It Is half the price
"My Bister knows the young lady
sold today."
in the case, and it has been arranged
to
do
now,
"What do you propose
tor you to propose at the ball next
Thord?"
week." Louisville Courier Journal
"Something better."
Thord
a
for
while,
there
sat
They
In Control.
with downcast eyes, the priest with
"A man always likes to feel that he
his eyes fixed on Thord. Presently
is In a position to reward his friends
the priest said, slowly and softly:
and punish his enemies."
"I think your son has at last brough
"That's true," replied Senator Soryou a true blessing."
said
ghum; "sometimes I am tempted to
"Yes, I think so myself,"
Thord, looking up, while two big tear take a position as janitor of a big
coursed slowly down his cheeks.
building."
first-clas-

.

five-doll-

well-know-
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red-lig-
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patent-medicin-

mid-Pacif-

Van-;ouve- r,

o
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TIME

PREACHERS

flu NIDAD

PC ASTS ARE GOOD SWIMMERS

SOME OLD

Rhinoceros, Elephant, Elk, Reindeer
and Moat Othtr Animal Better
Than Man In Watsr.

In

are better swimtake to the wabe has to learn
The rhinoceros
are wonderful
and
hippopotamus
swimmers and divers, while the Indian elephant orosses great rivers
with heavy loads. Th elk and reindeer are first class swimmers. The
elk keeps his hsad above water and
crosses directly from bank to bank
to avoid turning.
The reindeer, on
the other hand, turns as often as be
likes, keeping his bead only a little
above the surface. But of all swimmers of all climes the best, though
not the swiftest Is the polar bear,
who passes half ls time In the water swimming and diving. His swimming power Is nothing short of miraculous if it be remembered that
the water in the regions be frequents
Is invariably cold and that cold Is
normally prohibitive to good swimming. There are bears that can swim
from 40 to 60 kilometers without
great effort.
One of the swiftest swimming animals is the squirrel. A sportsman on
one occasion, having at hand a squirrel born In captivity, which had never
seen water, wanted to see If it could
swim, and toon it with him In a row-boto the center of a lane. The
squirrel turned toward the bank, head
and paws above the water, back and
I
underneath It and began to swim
so rapidly that it was with the great
est difficulty that the man recovered
It when it neared the shallow water
near the land. It Is said that even
birds will swim
many
like ducks If an attempt be mad to
drown them. Harper's Weekly.

Nearly every pioneer preacher in
Missouri was as expert In the use of
the rifle as any of the laymen, says a
Servwriter In the
ices were usually held In a neighNolle of a "meeting"
bor's eabla.
Mrs. Bruce) put down the letter In a
was promptly and generally circuof excitement.. Her face was
lated, and the settlers attended, uni- lutter
lashed with pleasure and her eyes
formly bringing their rifles to guard
with anticipation. She hurkgalast possible surprises or to ob- - iparkled
ried
to
the) telephone, bnt Just as she
on
to
or
th
th
from
way
Ipin gam
laid her hand on th receiver sh
lerrice.
The praotlc of carrying firearms ihanged her mind.
"No,. I'll have th fun of telling Dick
was not abandoned or suspended even
to herself.
on th Sabbath. An old plopeer states lace to face," sh said
his surprise and
of
The
thought
servon
on
occasion
that
religious
quickened her feet on the stairs
ices were held la Balin county when'
the preacher proclaimed the gospel of is she ran to her room to dress for
the street All the way downtown she
peace with his hand and his clothing
covered with blood from a deer that pictured her husband's amazement and
he had killed and butchered on his pleasure in the news she, had for him.
She determined to make htm guess a
way to th meeting that morning.
tew times before she told him.
Th pioneer preachers labored with- some difficulty that she
ut money and without price. They It was withIllumination
of her beammodified the

Nearly all animals'
mers than man and
ter naturally, while
to propel blmselt.

Pioneer Days In Missouri Every
vine Carried a Gun With Him
to Church.

Di

He Never Will

aelghbors,

--

pop-ala-

-

old-tim-

ting-a-llng-

'

d

d

jpkness,
'V

Broomhall.

of

spirit"

Re-mo-

a clear, beautiful complexion yv
it is sold by any first class drut'g
in Las Vegas under an absolute Kua
antee to refund the money if it fail
Don't hide your freckles under j
veil; get an ounce of othine and Tt
move them. Even me ursi uuir- use will show a wonderful lmprov
n.ent, some of the lighter freckle!
ai.lshlng entirely. It is absolu'-e'harmless, and cannot injure '.he most
tender skin.
Bt 8ure to ask any first class druggist in Las Vegas for the double
strength othine; It is this that Is sold
on the money back guarantee.
ingi

(

Games at Amusement park for Sat
urday and Sunday have been scheduled between the Las Vegas Maroons
and the fast aggregation from Trinidad.- This announcement made last
evening by the management of the
local team, is a welcome one to the
fans here, as these promise to be two
of the fastest ball games of the sea
son. Up to the present date the Ma
roons are undefeated, having won all
contests with hands down. However,
nothing easy is expected In the games
ELE(
with the Colorado team, as the pros eral extras. .The programs were
1AIRpects aix that the Trinidad players, unique, and made attractive soflveii- of being lrs of the occasion.
who have the. reputation
some of the best ball tossers in the
The floor was In excellent condi
southwest, will give the Maroons the tion and the music furnished by the
WAR1
battle of their life.
orchestra was
Simlson
Tommy Lochard, whose reputation good.
as a twirler is well known to all Las
DAT
Vegas, will work on the mound for
IJLD
Trinidad Sunday with Kirkland, the DIRECTORS OF AGUA
star pitcher of the Meadow City
team opposing him. "Rusty" Haven
PURA COMPANY HERE
wiU In all probability pitch for TriniIS II
while
dad in tomorrow's contest
Captain Owens, of the Maroons, will OFFICIALS OF LOCAL CORPORA)U DC!
put In either Sorensen or "Chief"
TION WILL TRANSACT IMLockhart against him.
DORTANT BUSINESS.
Trinidad is now leading the Rocky
Mountain league, having trimmed all chere 7P Malone, president of
t :
.
of the other teams with comparativi n 01 uov
. . .1
ease, and Is seemingly as evenlj
os ana nenry a;i"reactionary,
matched with the Maroons as Is pod anl aec
William
Bryan today tele
sible. It is needless to, say that
eH
graphed to a number of promlnen
teams in the Bouthwest are after p Waver.
Maroons' goat, being anxious tceenth republl-- democrats throughout the country
blot In their spotless recprfcm, frankly tired appealing to them to join him in pr
the other hand the locals are?, to the fray,
venting the election of Judge Parke
to maintain their recortcisive action at as temporary chairman of the Balti
these contests will be hot ones. ee days of more convention. The telegraph wai
and addressed to Speaker Clark, Gov.er
Tomorrow's game Is scheduled T'aft
be-J- ,.
. r - ..
. Tt-.,XT
nstvat-nfor 3:45 o'clock prompt, and Sunthe directors, at hvI IX UX IU
3
at
UV Ol U V
called
will
be
day's contest
in the near future; Massachusetts,
Governo:
o'clock.
Mr. Pierce's succt
Connecticut aild Mayoi
Pura company is.ei New York.
s

c
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Hide Them With a Veil;
Them With th New Drug.
An eminent skin specialist recently;
discovered a new drug, othine double
sue- strength, which is so uniformly
and
freckles
glgDITION.
in
removing
cessful
Don't

FAST ROCKY MOUNTAIN LEAGUE
TEAM WILL BE HERE TOMORROW AND SUNDAY.

da-lig-

be-or-

BATTLE

MAROOr

lined their subsistence as did their
ing face as she entered her husband's
by the rifle and by their office.
He must not suspect at first
lally toll In- the clearings and the that she was the bearer of such good
:orn fields.
As It happened, he was busy
Rev. Justinian Williams, Methodist tidings.
when she approached his
telephoning
md Rev. Peyton Nowlln and Rer. desk and he merely nodded as sh
rhomas Kinney, Baptists, were the ank Into a cbalr by his side. Sh had
Irst preachers In Saline county. They therefore
plenty of time to compose
preaohed on Edmonson's Creek, and her features. So it was with quite a
a the Big Bottom, "Old Man Now- successfully grave face that she greet,
lln," as he was called, was a sedate sd
him when he finally ceased his telegentleman, dry as to manners and ser- phonic conversation.
mons, but with a kind heart and, good
Intention.
"Well, dear?" he began. At the same
His colleague, Kinney, however, was Instant the
telephone bell began also,
jf a Jovial disposition and very
and in another second he was deeply
He was without literary at
engrossed in a conversation that to
talnments, but Invariably provoked his Mrs. Bruce seemed to have lasted fulto laughter. Nowlln ly ten minutes.
songregatlon
took him to task npon one occasion
" she said
"Dick; I came down to
(or his levity.
Kinney answered:
when at last he hung up the receiver.
"Well, I'd rather preach to laughing
HOME A CENTER OF SERVICE
"Just a minute, Lucy. I've got to
devils than to sleepy ones, as you. do. call up
Bentley at once and tell him ot
Old Time Ideals of Hospitality Should You make them sleep and I make this matter that Hardwlch was phonthem laugh.
My congregation will ing me about"
Be Maintained so Far as
pass yours on the road to heaven. I
After Bentley had been put In posPossible.
bet you a coonskln they will."
session of a long list ot facts and deThe ideal home is not
tails that to Mrs. Bruce were about
It la a center of service. So far as
as clear as so much Sanskrit her husMRS. SMITH HAD A SURPLUS band
e
circumstances will permit the
again turned to her with a welideals of hospitality should be
coming smile.
maintained. In wise and uplifting Undeniable Faot That Made Her Ad"This morning, Dick, I received a
mit Stranger Might Be Right
ways the home should be shared. It
letter from- - "
In Her Claim.
is a good practice to invite young
"TIng-a-ling- ,
rang the
people who are away from home. It
Its insistent demand for
telephone.
A
woman
who
be
Mrs.
called
relieves loneliness,
may
his attention promptly brought Bruce's
discouragement
Smith placed her umbFella against the ear to the receiver.
and temptation. Remember It Is
counter, at which she was making
"By George, Is that right!" he exNot what we give, but what we share. some purchases In a department store claimed
after he had listened a minThe gift without the giver Is bare.
the other day, and when she finished ute. "It's a pretty big deal, isn't it?
The home is the bulwark of civil- picked it up and started away. At Well, youll have to go to Hardwlch
ization. Within the extreme limits ot least that was the way It ran through tor the figures. Yes, we can send over
wealth and poverty a home may be her mind.
our schedule, but Hardwlch can give
"Pardon m," said a strange wo- you more data. Yes, certainly, I'll ask
goood or bad, Irrespective of social
man, "but you have my umbrella."
him. Don't mention It. I have plenty
position or property.
"Oh, no," said Mrs. Smith, "that is of time. No trouble whatever." He
Our homes are what we choose to
make them. It is a question of what my umbrella."
hung up the receiver.
we admit and what we kept out of
"Pardon me again," insisted the
"That was a chance to do the great
them. Our best serves and the best strange woman, "but it la mine."
Amalgamated company a little favor,"
we have to give should go into the
"I guess I know my umbrella," said he said smilingly to Mrs. Bruce. But
home lire, and to a. large degree de- Mrs. Smith, beginning to show fight before his hand had left the receiver
"If you have lost your umbrella I am he changed his mind and took it down
termines the character of children.
The home tends to make us better sorry, but I can't give you mine."
again. Then followed a long and dip-- ,
or worse. Thus the home becomes the
"Did you carry two umbrellas when lomatlo appeal to Hardwlch. Mrs.
chief factor Jn determining the char- you left home?" asked the stranger.
Bruce sat through it patiently, buoyed
acter of the community and the naThen Mrs. Smith discovered, that up by the thought of the perfectly detion. The trend of our times is away she' had an umbrella In each hand and lightful surprise she still had in store
from the home into the countless she surrendered. Cleveland Press.
for her husband.
amusements and interests of modern
Once more the receiver was hung up
life.
on its hook and Bruce,
swinging
On 6afe Ground.
around in his chair, said, "Going shopWhenever, on one of his rare holi- ping, Lucy?"
Where a Bath Comes High. .
days, Captain Goldby went to the city,
down especially
"There are some things about a trip he took some young relative with him to "No, Dick, I came
loud ring of
Then
the
tell
you"
through Holland that you recall when as a special treat. On one such occa- the
telephone drowned her voice.
stopping at one of our modern hotels," sion he told his seventeen-year-ol"Hullo. Yes. Oh, Mr. Bonthorne!
says an American recently returned grandson, whom he had with him, that
Very glad to hear from you. Why, yes,
from a trip abroad. "In many places they would "dine at a real rest-ran- t
I think so. No trouble at all. I have
in that interesting country the hotels and get a taste of fancy cooking."
the whole project mapped out here in
are run as they have been for ages
When they were at last seated in
desk. Yes, It you wish, I can read
my
and candles still are the vogue.
the great dining room, the grandson off the
(
main points for you."
"Rooms with bath are unknown. In- waited impatiently while the captain
Bruce drew a thick package of pastead they charge you about 40 cents read the bill of far completely through
from a pigeon hole and began to
in American money for a bath. You without omitting a single article, pers
numerous
and
ask for the. privilege of using the tub whether domestic or foreign In title. read slowly and carefully
lists
of
figures.
long
paragraphs
and they send up a maid who brings At last he sighed, and handed the Mrs. Bruce
gave his back a despairing
with her towels and soap if you have card across ttfe table to the boy.
for ten minutes and
"You choose what you like, sonny," glance, fidgeted
none, for you are supposed to carry
both with you. She fills the tub, has he said, with a sigh. "As for me, 1 then, rising quietly, slipped out of the
It about the right degree of heat and reckon as I've already eat more herrin' office.
the faucets are locked, so that if you than any other man llvln', I might as
Half an hour later she) called up her
want any more water you don't get well stow away a little more. It's
husband on the telephone from a dry
it; also there Is no chance for your al'lays agreed with me, so far."
goods store. Somewhat to her surtraveling pal sneaking in and enjoying Youth's Companion.
prise the line was not busy and she got
a bath without coming through with
the connection at once.
another 40 cents.
"Is this you, Dick?"
Another Triumph of 8urgery.
""You are provided with one candle
Two visiting surgeons at the Mas"Yes, Lucy. Where In the world
a day and charged for It. The lights
did you disappear to? I was
go out early in the night, and If you sachusetts General hospital, a few
when I turned from th phone
"tied off" the entire right
happen to get up or want to read you days ago
have to use a candle. This does not lung of a patient at the Institution. a minute ago to find you gone. Why
you wait?"
apply to Amsterdam, which is a met Although the operation was an ad- didn't
"Because I came downtown purposevanced one, the surgeons said that th
ropolitan city."
anesthetic was administered accord- ly to tell you something. I got a leting to a new method and It was their ter from Mrs. Morse today. She says
belief that the patient would recover. that she and Mr. Morse are going to
Telephones In Indian Homes.
It is a far cry from the old prairie The difficulty heretofore, when ether California in their private car week
signal fire of the red man to the elec had been given in the normal way, after next and they want us to go with
tric transmitter, but many of the had been that the patient regained them. Mr. Morse thinks that will give
rough homes of the Osage Indiana consciousness before the operation you a chance to visit the San Frann Oklahoma are equipped with tele- was concluded. In this instance the cisco agency. He's going to write you
phones, and the owners enjoy their Incision was made in the patient's or call you up on the long distance,
use immensely.
back.
The surgeons said that th but Mrs. Morse said she couldn't wait
A telephone agent enlisted the in method was so new that It was yet to tell me of the plan."
erct of Chief White-- Eagle in the impossible to say whether a tubercu- "Fine!" said Bruce. "But, Lucy,
tra!,;;e little box and wires, and soon lous lung could be taken out In the why in the world didn't you tell me
he warrior's home was connected same way.
this when you were In the office? It
takes my breath away. I don't see
with "central." It was some time e
how you could keep It to yourself all
his fellow tribesmen gave approGreat Sea Monster.
val to his recourse to the white man's
the time you were over here."
While one of the gardeners in
"Don't you, really?" returned Mrs.
nvention, but finally, perceiving the Broomhall
was
a
gardens
digging
Ime, travel and trouble saved him
Bruce, laughing.
trench
London
the
says
recently,
When he found that she had broken
by its use, they filed solemnly into Globe, he
came upon an ancient sand
the connection Bruce said to himself,
tie telephone headquarters with or bed. On further
excavations being
if I live to be a hundred and
ders for installation , in their own
made for the purpose of securing sand "Well,
homes.
seven I'll never understand women."
for gardening purposes, a huge bone
was discovered. The bone Is believed
He Might.
to be one of the vertebrae of a whale
Not Quite Practical.
"Dlnkle wouldn't take a dollar that
sea
or
monster.
other
If
that
in
is
chart
great
her
"She
very liberal
how
be so, the waters of the Firth of Forth ildn't belong to him, no matter
ties," said one woman.
was."
he
hard
up
must
extended
at
have
least a quarter
"Yes," answered the other; "liberal
"Suppose he had a chance to take
but not always practical. For in of a mile farther inland at some very a million
dollars?" '
stance, she wanted to send alarm remote 'period. The osseous find was. "Ahem!
WelL Dickie is a man
clocks to Africa to aid sufferers from deposited in Lord Elgin's museum at
.
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A BIG SUCCESS
thi
optotoI other Improvements. During-1"- as tern
dlrec-tor- s
the visit ot the president and
"JSlVi
OF L. F. AND' E. DANCE AT
it is not unlikely thafa BfwC5n-trac- t
",Vi
ARMORY 18 ATTENDDED BY
for furnishing water to the city
pi
IMMENSE CROWD.
will be signed.
It
follows

T V a

dance cf
The annual
245
Brotherhood
No.
Lodge
Apache
of Locomotira Firemen and Engine-megiven last night In the Armory
hall set a new record in the social
history of the organization. The
railroaders proved themselves charming hosts and the dance was not
only attended ty the largest crowd
of the season, but was as enjoyable
affair as was ever given in, the Meadn

ow City.

The hall was uniquely decorated.
Streamers of red, white and green,
the colors of the lodge, were strung
from the balcony railing to the celling beams in ihc center, from which
was hung the emblem of the order
and a large bell. Santa Fe lanters
with red, white and green globes
were hung on strings running around
the sides of the hall, and a big headlight, bearing the inscription "No.
245," the number of the lodge,
was hung at the north end of
the room. There were several
moonlight dances on the program and
these lights furnished the Illumination. Shovels, oil cans, and other
engine paraphernalia decorated the
walls of the hall.
The Honorable James Flynn, the
fighting fireman, and Miss Fanny
Vedders led th. grand march, which
started the ball rolling. The music
for the first number sjTuck up at 9
o'clock and not until the wee smaU
hours of the nornlng was "Home,
Sweet Home" played. There were 24
dances on the irogram Including sev--

VIENNA'S MUSICAL FESTIVAL
Vienna, June 21. Music lovers from

many parts of Europe are here to
attend the great festival of music,
which had its formal opening today
under brilliant auspices. The festival will last two weeks. During that
tim,e some of the most important
symphonic creations of Beethoven,
Haydn, Brahms, Bruckner and Mahler
all of whom lived in Vienna, will be
performed by the renowned orchestral and choral organizations of this
city under the direction of Nikisch,
and
Weingartner, Bruno, Walter
A special concert will be
Schalk.
devoted to Austrian folksongs and the
classical dance musdc of Lanner and
Strauss will also be represented, and
Mozart's and Smeteana's operas will
be. performed at the Imperial opera.
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When your child Das whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giving
Chamberlain's Conga Remedy as may
be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough mucus and make It

easier to expectorate. It has been used successfully in many epidemics and
is safe and sure. For sal 9 by all
dealers.

When Buying, Buy Only the Best
Costs no more but gives the best
Results
H. L. Blomqulst, Esdalle, Wis., says
his wife considers Foley's Honey ant
Tar Compound the best cough cure-othe market "She has tried various kinds but Foley's gives the beek
result of all." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

in
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CURES
SKEI DISEASES

. 1 s, ertvia hiimA, fT Al1 tn
V.
J
uuv.Tne cause OI au skiu uiswases uttii lhj nation w owiAjo
the circulation is free from
where
is
cuticle
the
healthy
always
the blood;
with acrid or unhealthy matter it
impurities. When the blood is infected
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its temsoftness, pliability and healthfulness.
perature and preserving its normal delicate
fibres and tissues around the
Instead It irritates and inflames the
some of the many forms of skin disease.
pores and glands and produces
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are produced
blood of the acrid humors with which it is filled.
by the deposit from-thouter covering.,
Into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the
explains why
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This and
no relief from the itching
burning.
scratching the outer skin, affords
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. 16
are
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids which
cures
and
acrid
blood,
permanently
the
builds
weak,
up
the
trouble,
causing
can only soothe; they
every variety of skin affection. Local applications
into the
never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right
removing the cause. Boot
circulation, reaches the trouble and cures it by
on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLABTA, GA.
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THO!

(ill apfceciate the fact that

we have

just laid

Olive Oil

CLI

30o

r.

Small (short half pints)
Medium

SOo

.

85o

Large
This oil is guaranteed equal or superior to the higher priced
imported brands and will please the palate of the Connossuer.

THE CASH GROCER.
"THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY"

CUSTOMS

Ufl

SS!SSI

In order that you may not be disappointed
we would
suggep.hat you lay In a good supply
Mious to the rush we expect
of your groceif
'Mweeks.. We have a world
during the
t'e vou good service now

r

HcJ

and then you can
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The Preao
I practice

CLAY AND. HAVENS

Deacon

and Sales Stables.

Livery, feed
Good Eds & Vt
1202 National Avr
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LUDWIG Wm. ILFELd
PHONE HAIN 379

w Last

Every visitor in Las

Vcas

to call

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

On Hen's and Boys Suits, Straw

Hats and Underwear

AT BBEEnBEQBEIi'S

yesterday at the court house. The .
BIQ FRUIT CROP.
couples made happy were Jose
N. M., June 21. One of
Santa
fe,
eration this morning In the Becker
and Guadalupe Delgado, both of
fruit
the
best
crops in a number of
and
.
Bustos
the
L.
of
pa- Las Vegas, and Jose
hospital The condition
in the Espanola
in
is
prospect
years
tient is reported to be Improving.
Maraquita Valdez, both of Rodada.
valley according to Information which
the Denver and
a has been furnished
Mrs. J. W. Morse haa purchased
Judge David J. Leahy has Issued
Rio Grande railroad officials within
befour lota on North Eighth street,
decree of divorce in the case of Jose the past few days.
de
tween Baca avenue and Friedman
plguln against Severlta Mazan
And la the Tesuque and Santa Fe
avenue, with a view to building next Olguln. The plaintiff alleged abanthere will also be a record
valleys
fall.
;
donment The judge also has grant- yield of fruit unless some unforseen
i
ed Mrs. Guadalue Delgado de Ulibar-r- condition arises to prevent It
Th Meadow City Camp of the Royfrom her husband, Ra- divorce
a
In the Espanola valley, the fruit
al Neighbors of America will hold Its
mundo Ulibarrt.' Mrs. tJUbarrl charg- growers had been greatly alarmed be
regular meeting tonight in the Wood- ed desertion and'
cause many of the apples were drop
men of the World hall. The attend! nine from the branches. They found
ance of all members is desired,
.
.
After hearing the evidence in the ,
t ... natural t ln.
wis
Archibald
against
Mrs.
Cora
waB
of
nlng pt0ceB8
greatly increasing
The first sweet corn of the,, sum- case
otners juu60 the marketable yield by aiding In the
mer was received In Las Vegas this Pablo Jaramillo and
designed a
rapid development of the apples that
The shipment was from David J. Leahy yesterday
morning.
for the defend- remained on the branches and here
cree
judgment
giving,
Galveston. Tex. The corn is selling
Involved title to the after they will thin the crop each
at 60 centa a dozen, ten cents below ant The caBe
canyon occupied fcy year by hand If nature does not do
Peterson
In
land
the wholesale price in Kansas City.
reser-voithe work. In the past, the custom has
the Agua Pura company's new
been to permit all the fruit to remain
A demonstration of Ba39 Island
on the trees In many of the orchards
grape Juice, which Is epesnted by
Jus- the result .being an immense yield ln
D. B. Simon, who la a visitor in Las
This morning In the court of
on the West side one year and a greatly decreased
Vegas at the present time, will be giv- tice Pablo TJUbarrl
on yield the following year. Early estl
en tomorrow at Bacharach's store. Daniel Rolbal was given a hearing
of mates from the valley are for fifty
death
the
of
be
will
store
causing
the charge
Each, 'lady visitor to the
3.
Rolbal's carloads of apples of finest quality,
June
on
Ares
of
the
Eufracio
cold
grape
a
juice.
given
glass
bond was fixjed at $500, which he with a large amount of lesser grades,
will probably be at least one
Nicolas Trujillo, of Bernalillo coun- likely will give. Toung Ares was shot There
Rolbal
car
of
peaches and a couple of car
la
alleged, by
ty who was committed to the New and killed, it
loads of pears. These are all freight
The
weeks
ago.
several
Gonzales
sev
near
Insane
for
the
Mexico Hospital
acci- shipments,
representing fruits that
eral 'months ago, died there Wednes- shooting Is said to have been
can
withstand
freight shipment. In
dental.
day. Burial occurred here yjesterday.
addition, much of ',the finest fruit, is
Mrs.
Mr.
on
of
and
a
was
Trujillo
Through Santa Fe the rumor has shipped by express because of Its
Jose M. Trujillo, who came to Las
here that, Juan Pacheco, a perishable nature. The express ship'of
son's
reached
their
upon
learning
Vegas
of
Las Anima in the. north- ments bring the highest market
death, to make the funeral arrange- resident
ern part of this county, was killed prices and this year, they will be unments.
early yesterday. The office of Sheriff usually heavy.
In addition to the apple, peach and
or that of District Attorney
COMPLETE soda water fountain Gallegos
pear
the
of
shipment, the expressing of
notified
not
been
Word have
for sale cheao.
Inquire at the
The rumor had It that Pa- cherries already has been started,
killing.
White Kitchen.
some of the finest cherries on the
checo was killed by a gun in the
hands of some other persons, presum- market being from the Espanola val
ed to be a deputy sheriff or cons ley. The valley abounds ln berries
and small fruits. In and about Santa
table.
Fe the yield ot fruits may not be
H. W. Lanlgan, promoter of the quite so heavy but the orchard own
wrestling match, ers report Indications of an excep
which was to have been staged on tionally fine grade of apples.
July 3, haa learned that the Duncan
opera house on that night will be us
It's really cheaper to send us
Old papers for sale, optic office.
ed as a dormitory, the management
all the big, heavy flat pieces
the
fill
to
building
having arranged
in your family washing and
with cots for the accommodation of
have us wash and Iron them,
visitors. Should fie be abl9 to secure
remainfew
do
the
and then
the armory or some other suitable
yourself,
ing pieces at home
building,
Lanlgan will stage the bout.
washera
with
than to bother
Otherwise, he may be obliged to call
woman.
it off,- toservice
Our charge for this
tals but little for the entire lot
JOHNSON'S TRAINER HERE
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
Tom Flanagan, the famous Cana
etc
handkerchiefs,
napkins,
'
dian trainer who will take charge of
These articles are washed wonthe work of Johnson, the big pugilist,
our
white
and
clean
by
derfully
arrived this morning on the Califora
process, and are Ironed with
nia Limited from his home in Tor: fine finish.
onto, Canada. Flanagan will assume
Take advantage of the service.
charge of the champ's camp immediately, putting the "Big Smoke"
AND
through two weeks of the1 ' hardest
'"
training &e has ever undertaken.
Flanagan is an old hand at the training game, being the man who prepared 'Johnson for the bout with Jeffries two years ago. He is also the
man who brought out Tom Longboat,
617 Dough Art
Phone Main 6i
the famous marathon runner and ln
him Johnson has a real "gem."
There's a Reason
Ol-gu-

op-

t.

This Service

'

Roller-Demetr-

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Makerof Uncommon Jewlery.

The Home of The Best of Everything Eatable
We are Receiving a Fresh Line, of Vegetables'
Every Day, The Following are: Some:
t,

-
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IS POSITIVELY

?

THE LAST DAY
PUT THIS CHAIR
ON YOUR PORCH
The broad rush fibres in it are tough and elastic.
You'll find it fits you as comfortably as if it were padded
to your measure yet it has the coolness you want in summer
furniture.
You'll find too that the tough fibres will eadure all kinds
and without special care will last
qfjstorms and rough weather,
for years.
It isn't fair to your indoor furniture to put it to the test of
r
chairs
weather. Put out two or three of these good
be
where they'll
handy to drop into at the end of a tired day
and see how much more pleasure you get out of life.
' Only a little to pay.
'
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LAC is unexcelled. It
For touching up the finish on Motorcars, JAP-rust to rims of wheels
cannot
Tires
from
rusting.
prevents axles and springs
that have been

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
The Ladles' Aid society of the
The closing service of the season
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
church will give a home
Methodist
8
o'clock
at
will take place tonight
tomorrow afternoon at
sale
cookery
You can buy seasonable goods at in Temple Montefiore.
C. V. Hedgcock's store
economical prices that you cannot af
Delicious home made bread, cakes,
ford to miss. Talchert'a,
Douglas
'
avenue.
doughnuts, baked beans, and salad
Our special prices on shoes, hats,
for sale at reasonable prices at the
shirte,
pajamas, underwear, trunks
aftertomorrow
sale
home
cookery
Panama sailors, tailor made hats
cases will close tomorrow
suit
and
store.
and a full line of summer goods, all noon at C V. Hedgcock's
ttt
Talchert's, Douglas avenue.
night
at cost to close out my stock. 509
Sixth street Mrs. L, P. Wright
Two marriage licenses were Issued
Mrs. E. T. Walls underwent an

DAY

OF THE

D

Don't forget the home cookery gale
at C. V. Hedgcock's store on Douglas
avenue tomorrow afternoon.

inastock
The Famous Leonard

Big Spanish dance at Rosenthal
ball tonight Admission free. S cents
a dance.

OULY OUE pin

Jap-a-la- c.

Her motor car was ia repair, but badly needed paintl
She looked at it askance and said. "It's worse than queer or quaint"
it carefully and made it look like new.
But she
And her auto's now the envy of the many and the few.

at the armory Saturday

night with Citizens' orchestra.

FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1912.

She Did it With

j

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Big dance

OItlC,

Green Onions
Radishes
Soup Bunches Asparagus

Lettuce

Parsley

f

Beets

Carrots
Rhubarb
Wax

TurniprXKohlrabi

Caul if lour
Peas
Cabbage ,
& Green Beans
Tomatoes
Cucumbers-'-

.

ALSO FRUITS!
CHERRIES, California and Mew Mexico

,

APRICOTS

GOOSEBERRIES

el

Saves Money

Use Nothing But

FERN DELL
JAM

Las Vegas Steam

PRESERVES

Laundry

We Have Rectived a Shipment

OF FRESH COMB HONEY
AT

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STOIE

They Are Pure

Celery Plant Time
PLANTS READY NOW

Sold by

soc PER HUNDRED

BOUCHER
.

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

50Sh

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS
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vThe Store of Satisfaction"
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stantaneous pictures of avalanches- EXPLORED THE CRATER
Milan Professor Mallada of the and showers of redhot ashes, which
royal observatory'of Mount Vesuvius were taking place at the time In con
accomplished tecently an extraordi tiguous parts of the crate. Despite

nary feat descending into the depths the precautions taken, the explorers
at times were almost overcome by
suffocating fumes,' They found the
temperature varying from 90 degrees
entific adirentj'frs to pe.ietrate the to 98 degrees Fahrenheit.
In the Volcano Nine Hours
funnel Of Vesuwius,; but all in vain,
nature
Levellings were taken with a ba
owing partly to
of the slope's Interior, but principal- rometer on the floor of the crater.
ly beacuse of the 'dense and deadly the exact result of which will shortly
of
chloric acid be published. A valuable collection
and'
sulphur
vapors
of minerals was also made, consistThe actual diameter, of .the era tor ing of volcanic matter falling off from
Is about five hundred and fifty yards. the side walls of the funnel, which.
Professor Mallada, accompanied by on striking the bottom, raised cloudsan able young expert named Var- of fine cinder dust The explorers
vazze, attached to the observatory, planted a red flag in the center of the
started out at 8 o'clock in he morn crater floor as a memorial of their
ihg towards the Pompeii side, taking conquest, and began the upward jour
They , finally reached the sur- -'
st quantity of scientific instruments ney.
for observation purposes, cameras, face, very worn out, after two and a
and a couple of stout ftpe, ona 360 half hours' continuous effort
The whole expedition laBted nearly
feet and the other TOO' feet long.
nine hours.
m
Using the long rope .for .lhe first part
of the descent they were lowered In
side the volcano to a depth of three
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
hundred and eighty Iteet toil; they
Kansas City, June 21. Cattle Re- -'
landed upon huge;; Justing i ,crags
ceipts 2,600; including 1,800 southlava, overhanging anpthof abyss one erns; market
steady to 10 cents lowhundred and fifty feet lower aown.
er. Native steers 6.709.50; southern cows and heifers $3.5 6.50; naNearly Overcome ByFume- After exploring on this perilous tive cows and heifers J3.258.75;
slope amid gigantic masses of petri stockers and feeders
4.256.50;
fied lava they found a means to fix bulls $4.006.25; calves J4.008.00;
their second rope, whereby they were western steers J5.759.00; western
able to reach an enormous fissure cows $3.506.50.
created some years 'ago, whon" the vol
Hogs Receipts 4,500; market 5
cano was suddenly torn asunder cents higher. Bulk of sales ?7.45
precipitating an immense mass y of 7.70; heavy $7.657,75; packers and
the outer' cone into"' the' crater, and butchers , 7.457.65; lights $7.35
causing the part .wreckage of Cook'i 7.60; pigs $6.007.1O.
...
funicular station.
market
5,000;
Sheep Receipts
found that steady. Muttons $4.05.00; lambs
The intrepid explorer
M this huge fissure extendi to' the very $7.009.00;
range wethers and yearbottom of the crater' which they fin lings $4.006.60; range ewes $3.00
ally reached' at a depth of one thou- 4.35.
sand feet There they remained a
couple of hours. Professor Mallada
was able to take a number of in , Everybody reads The Optic
of the eraser of that volcano. Since
the eruption six years ago number
less attempts have been siade by sci-
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